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ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, AUGUST 8, 1908,

Republican Primaries
Five Delegates Chosen To Go To

Mora, August 7th. Delegates
Will Go Uninstructed.

Laws Regarding The
- Trespassing

Of

Animals.

The running at large of cattle, sheep
hogs goats or burros is a violation of
the statue laws of New Mexico.
Section 98 says: "no person or
shall have any large stock run
ning at large during the months of
March, April, May, June, July, Aug
ust September and October, nor under
any pretext whatever to have at large
on their ranches or herding ransres
unless they shall have them under
custody during the months above
specified. And every person or per
son who shall violate the provisions
of this act shall suffer a fine and costs
as provided in the laws in force in
this territory."
As to the damage of crops by ani
mals; chapter 8 section 1, under the
laws enacted by the 3(5th Legislative
Assembly says: "Whenever any an
imal or animals is found damaging
any cultivated field the same shall be
turned over to the justice of the peace
of that precinct immediately after
such damage has been committed, and
said justice of peace shall hold said
animal or animals at the expense ol
the owner of said animal or animals
until such damage has. been- paid. ;
That any person holding any animal
or animals for more than twelve hours
without turning the same over to the
Justice of the Peace shall be barred
from making any claim for such damage.
;
Considera bieMlmtfe-ha- a
beeadone
of late by the stock running at large
and there has been much complaint
and inquiry regarding the law on this
matter. Thus we deem it necessary
and available to publish the above
laws.
per-son-

The republican primaries, in and for
precinct No. 22, Mora county, were
held, at 2 p. m. Saturday, August 1st
1908, in the new Bushkevitz hall.
The meeting was called to" order bv
the Precinct Committeeman, Mr. Bush
kevitz, who read the case in both English and Spanish languages, then an
nounced that the election of Permanent
chairman was ordered.
Dr. E. P,
Brown moved that A. S. Bushkeviti
act as chairman of the meeting which
was quickly seconded and Mr. Bushke
vitz was unanimously elected chairman,
upon motion of Casinwro Gonzales,
Leandro Archulela was elected vice
prsident, Mr. R. C. Grunig, was elect
d secretary and Jose Ma Mares asst.
After the announcement of the chair
man, of the purpose of the meeting,
the assembly entered into debate as to
the mode of electing five delegates - to
the County Conveation, some favor
ed that a committee of three be ap
pointed to recommend the five delegates
but as that was not satisfactory to
the assembly, Dr. Brown suggests that
nominations be made of as many persons as would seem proper and be
voted on by ballot. The following
nominations were made: Juan Navar
ro, 21; Leandro Archuleta, 20; Jacob
North, 22; A." S'. Bushkevitz," 23; P.
J. Pickering, 18;'. Guadalupe Garcia,
19. Juan Navarro, A. S. Bushkevitz,
Leandro Archuleta, Jacob North and
Guadalupe Garcia, were elected delegates to the County Convention.
The question came up as to whether
the delegation go instructed or uninstructed, Mr. Navarro made a motion
that they go instructed tor Hon. Chas.
Speiss. Dr Brown moved that they
be instructed for W. H. Andrews, another motion was made by Mr. Wm.
Wright that they go uninstructed. Mr.
Navarro withdrew his first motion
for Speiss. A vote was taken and was
tied, the Chairman decided that they
go uninstructed.
Motion was made by the secretary
to adjourn and carried.
Roy Needs Better Mail Service

The people and business men of
Roy should get together and demand
a better mail service. All mail addressed to Dawson, Taylor, Abbott,
and Mills must first go to Tucumcari.
A mail clerk could be placed on
the Dawson train, thus we' would obtain much quicker and better service.
W should also petition the Government for a mail route between here
and Clayton. Mail could be carried
by automobile.

-
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Leap Year Ball
The Ladies Primrose Progressive
Circle never does things by halves or
on a small scale and Wednesday evening was no exception when they gave
it leap year ball at which their sren- tlemen friends were the guests.
Each
married lady was expected to escon
a young man and each young lady
a married man and to entertain them
in the approved fashion for the even
ing- -

Refreshments of lemonade was serv
ed and the entire program was car
ried out greatly to the eniovmeqt of
the guests present.
The music ren
dered by Mrs. Floersheim and Mr. A. S.
Hanson wa.-- t . especially good and to
gether with the excellent condition of
the floor, made every one regret the
flight of tima.
At a very late hour the dancers d- parted declaring that thev wished
every dauca was a leap year affair.
Warning To Live Stock Owners.

I again wish to call the attention of
all live stock owners to herd their cat
Forest
tle and pen up their hogs, as the law
Cranebrook, B. C. Aug. 3. The forbids live stock to be running loose
most destructive confligration in the at large.
history of Canada is sweeping El River I álso wish to inform the pronertv
Valley leaving death and suffering owners of the town to clean up about
in its wake. More than 6,000 have their premises so as to avoid diseases.
All rubbish and waste paper should
been rendered homeless and 200 have
perished in the fire. The flames are be put In waste boxes and barrels and
not under control and are being swept burned.
Guadalupe Garcia, ,
by a fresh gale. The loss is estimatJustice of the Peace
ed at millions of dollars and supplies
and Health OiHcer.
are being sent from Seattle, Wash.
Fire In Canada.
.

s
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AN ACT OF CHARITY.

Who's Who In New

Monday evening while our Managing
Editor, went out for an evening walk
in company with several ladies and

gentlemen, toward the north-we- st
corner of the townsite, they came to a
pile of tin cans and other rubbish,
which marked the spot
of a osravp.
-"
i
when he related a story of a man who
The Grant County Republicans held was shot at Roy when the town first
their convention August 3rd and elect started.
This mans name is unknown to us.
ed six delegates to represent Grant
he
was the cook for the rail road well
county at Santa Fe, August 18th. The
One even
six delegates were instructed to vote drillers. (Mulhollencamp.)
for the renomination of Delegate W. ing the drillers feeling jolly from the
influence of liquor, were makintr nre- tl. Andrews.
Chaves and San Juan counties also parations to go duck hunting, at least
held their conventions and while their mat is what they claimed. Mr. Mnl- delegates are to go uninstructed, the hollen entered the tent with a shot gun
majority of them favor the renomina wnere the cook was washing' dishes.
tion of W. H. Andrews. Mora county the gun in some manner was discharg
being empheld her convention yesterday and we ed, the entire load of
feel confident and ardentlv hope she tied into the abdoman of the cook
,
will stand by her sister counties and who died almost instantly.'
coronor
Ihe
jury
Mr.
exonorated
send delegates favorable to Andrews,
Mulhollen claimingB that
ivouilVU
from unavoidable accident, - The man
was burritd by his associates ion the
rail road right of way near thej north
west corner of the tnwncifo
whom
UV
'
!
the
tin
can
and
pile
rubbish
marks
(.
... .
his grave.
;
i
This mart had some earned taonev
ri
.
but'no kncws what- became of It. No
one seems to know where he came from
or if he had any relatives.
This matter was brought to, the at
tention of the Swastika Dramatic Club
..
f ,
and they decided at once to investigate
the matter by á special committee
composed of A. S. Bushkevitz,; Jacob
Floersheim and H. ' Goodman as to
taking the remains and giving
them a respectable burial.
j
This is great work on the part of
the Swastika Dramatic Club and they
should be highly commended for their
great and noble act of charity..!
Grant County Goes Instructed For
Andrews. Chaves And San Juan
Are Friendly To Him.

'

'
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HON. W. H. ANDREWS.

Boy's Essay On Girls

Never bef ore has New Mexico enjoy
ed the position and high standing at
the National Cap.tal as he dois today.
No Delegate of New Mexico ever
commanded the respect of powerful
political men as does Hon. W. H. Andrews. His associates and boiler gues
are powerful men in the senate, such
as Senator Penrose of Penn. who is
now a leader in Taft's Campaign.

"Girls is sisters to boys and wears
and powder and has long
hair. The first girl was called Christ
mas eve though I never knew why.
Most every family has one girl and
some of'm that is in poor luck has
two or three.
dresses

We have one in ourn

who

:

is. my

sister.
Girls can grow older and get younger. My sister has been twenty five
What explanation can we give for
for three or four years and some day
New Mexico faring better than any
we may be twins.
other Congressional District? Did she
Girls play the pianner and talk to
ever before receive a $.50,000 appropia-tiaeach other,
Fat girls want to be
for irrigation purposes, which is tliin
and thin girls want to be fat and
almost double her share. Was there
most all of 'em want to marry doods.
ever before such efforts made for furWhy the Lord made girls nobody
thering the interests of the Vdterans
knows, but I think it were to go to
of the Indian, Civil aud Spanish
church and eat ice cream. There is
wars? Was there ever before such
three kinds of girls, brunet girls,
liberal appropriations for public build- blond
girls and them that has money.
ings as has been since Delegate W. H.
Girls is afraid of bugs and mice
Andrews has been at the helm?
which makes it fun to put 'em dowh
What New Mexico has long wanted their backs.
Exchange.
is statehood and with Mr. Andrews
representing her, she will get statehood
Immigration inspector Griffin notic
in a very short time. Although Mr.
ed evidence of tampering with he seal
Andrews has two worthy opponents,
oi a refrigerator car on n east bound
shall we trade a known quality for the Rock
Island train at Alamógordo on
unknown?
Saturday. The inspector' had the car
Let us stand by our present delegate opened
and found six Chinamen con
who has done so much for the upliftcealed therein with thirty gallons of
ing of New Mexico and who has the
waier ana adudant provision for a
strength in Congress to do so much long cruise. The
car contained .canned
more, and let us work for the renomi- goods
consigned from California to
nation of Mr. Andrews and help him Kansas City. The
Chinamen- were all
to complete the great work which he placed
under arrest pending a hearing
has commenced.
as to whether they shall be deported.
n

,
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PERIL8 AND PLEASURES OF THE
GAME QUEST IN EAST AFRICA.

Death from Fever, Poison and Animals,
or Captivity In the Jungle Lurk,
But in the End the Finest
Hunting in the World.
Oyster Bay, N. Y. President Roosevelt's hunting trip t.o East Africa
which Is planned for next year, will
decrease the presidential savings some
120,000 to J25.000 at a low estimate,
but, Inasmuch as Mr. Roosevelt already has been offered more than ten
times that amount for his story of the
trip, to be written upon his return, it
Isn't worrying the family banker.
What is concerning all the Roosevelt family and the close friends of
the president may be summed up as
"things that might happen on that

gle, where a white man goes with the
assurance that death, multiform, pestilent and horrible, lurks in every
thicket and stream and tree; a place
where the chances of living are re
duced to the ultimate natural minimum.
Preceded by his blacks, and fol
lowed by more of the same, bearing
the rather imposing luggage of the ex
pedition, and. in bad weather, the
head of the expedition In a hammock,
the president will enter a world vastly different from anything he has ever
seen.
The president will not have nro- ceeded far before rebellion will break
out in his train. This kind, however,
is more easily settled than miners'
strikes, and all may be well.
Then lie may be overtaken and captured by a native prince, who will re
quire beads, wire, brass and the like
to keep him from devoting his dis
tinguished guest to glutting his appetite.
In the end, all these perils having
been safely passed, Mr. Roosevelt will
reach the happiest hunting grounds
in all the world, where he may shoot
lions, hippopotami, specimens of the
buffalo, rhinoceros, bok, etc.
LEADING

GERMAN

SUFFRAGIST.

Dr. Anita Augspurg Has Served Many

Prison Terms for Her Cause.

Ik.

i

Jwmw

I

Berlin. Fraulein Dr. Anita Augspurg, leader of the German claimants of votes for women in Germany,
has served 70 terms in prison for her
insistence in behalf of her cause, and
probably holds the record.
"The Anita," as her followers, call
her, recently attracted attention again
by her repudiation of the social democrats in the name of the woman suffrage movement. The socialists have
long been looked upon as the especial
friends of the advocates of "votes for
women." '
The movements' of no other woman
in Germany outside of the members ol
more
the royal family are followed
closely by the public than those of
Dr. Augspurg. She Is a familiar figure In almost every part of the German empire, her mass of short, curly
hair, and close-fittinreform garb
making her an easy mark for the curious.
It Is Dr. Augspurg's tongue which
has landed her so often behind prison
bars. She is a fearless speaker, and
In a country like Germany her opinions on the equality of the sexes
are 'regarded as little short of rivolu-tlonary- .
g

'

'
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East Africa, Where the President Will
Hunt.
trip." It is no small matter, this
miles' journey to the wildest section of the world, where big game is
as populous as it has come to be
scarce in the "won west." It Isn't so
much the lions, elephants, and their
associates that are being feared, although the element of, danger they
always present contains the essential
zest of hunting with any true sportsman.
The Journey to the east coast of
Africa will be one of the most wonderful pilgrimages a man of the western
world might take. The president will
pass through seas and straits which
alone could have washed away the
tomes of history they have seen written. He will come into contact with
customs and people by far the most
interesting in the world, and finally,
as a sort of guerdon for his wandering, the traveler will reach Zanzibar
(a place which merits its name, Paradise).
It has been called the most Interesting 15 square miles in the world, and
appears to merit the description. In
its scant area the flotsam and jetsam
of the eastern world has gathered. It
contains, shoulder to shoulder, In its
heterogenous people and life, the elements of the finest culture, the deepest ignorance, morality, degeneracy,
vice and virtue, more fantastically interwoven into the life of the place
than anywhere else in all the world.
Here the president will get his supplies, guides, servants, porters and
other blacks who will be his companions on the hunt. From Zanzibar he
goes to the chief city of English East
Africa and from there plunges into
the vast, silent, disease-breedinJun
20,-00- 0

g

Her latest sojourn in prison was the
consequence of a few remarks
on
the Hamburg police, after witnessing
an attempt to quell a street riot.
She was a born orator and politician. She has that greatest of all
gifts for speaking, personal magnet-Ism- .
This German woman Is a lawyer
She is practically the mother of the
women's movement in Germany.
The career of Dr. Augspurg is an example of the triumph of a strong-mindewoman over the conventions
that hedge about the sex in Germany.
Practically her whole life has been a
preparatory school for the unique position which she now holds. She
was raised in a family of Jurists.
d

Art Exposition for Russia.
exposition for art
and building industry will be held in
St. Petersburg this summer, under the
direction of the Society of Civil Engineers of Russia. The exhibition will
have sections for the display of building materials, carpentry and metal
work, sanitary protection, flreproofing
materials, electrical apparatus, artistic
furnishings, literature and methods of
instruction.
An international

Fact.
Smarty Yes, your daughter would
be most charming were It not for her
cold feat.
Mrs. Austere Sir, what do you
mean?
Smarty Why, she ate si? icea la
succession. Judge.

PREPARING

ROAST

YOUNG

PIG.

SAVED

AT THE CRISIS.

Dainty That Involves Much Work for
the Cook.

Delay

Have a fat, six weeks' old pig carefully dressed, the inside of the ears
mouth and tongue cut out. After washing inside and out, rub well with a
mixture of salt, sage, black and red
pepper. Stuff the pig with a dressing
made of light bread, butter, salt, pepper, sage and thyme, well mixed, and
moistened with milk or water until it
is soft, for it will get firmer in cooking. Then sew up the pig carefully,
put in a pan with a little water, and
set in a moderately heated oven.
Leave the doors open at first.
Mix butter and flour in a plate and
have a larding mop ready. Mop the
pig frequently. As it roasts close the
doors gradually.
Occasionally pour
over It some of the grayy in the pan
and turn it over frequently, so that It
may brown evenly.
Boll until tender the liver and toes,
and when the pig is done chop them
up and add to the gravy. Roast from
two to three hours, according to size.
Serve with apple sauce and pickles.
Place pig on platter, an apple in its
mouth, parsley around it, and take to
the table.

Mrs. Herman Smith, 901 Broad
Street, Athens, Ga., says'. "Kidney
disease started with
slight
irregularity
and weakness and
"developed into dan
gerous dropsy. I
weak and languid, and could do
no housework. My
back ached terribly.
I had bearing down
pains and my limbs
bloated to twice their normal size.
Doctors did not help, and I was fast
drifting into the hopeless stages. I
used Doan's Kidney Pills at the critical moment and they really saved my
life."
Sold by all dealers. 50 cents a box.

RICE SURPRISE, WITH SAUCE.

age, s"he said;.
"Oh! May, how dare you cut baby's

Excellent Dessert Dish for the Luncheon or Dinner.

Meant

Death from
Troubles.

Kidney

Le-ca-

Co., Buffalo,

Foster-Milbur- n

How

N. Y.

It Was

Done.
May had a penchant
for cutting everything in sight, when
she could get a pair of scissors. One
day, being left alone with her curly
Three-year-ol-

d

headed baby brother, she promptly cut
every curl from the back of his head.
When the nurse discovered the dam-

curls off?"
"He cut them hlsself."
"How did he reach the back of bis
Quarter of a pound of rice, half a
pint of water, one pint of milk, one head?"
"He stood on the stool."
heaping tablespoonful of butter, two
tablespoonfuls of sugar, one teaspoon-fu- l
Biblical.
of vanilla extract, some jam.
Speaking of cherry pies we are reWash the rice In several waters and
put it into a saucepan with the cold minded of that Biblical saying, which
water. Let it boil quickly until the goes something like this: "It is hard
water is absorbed, then add the milk o bite against the stones."
and butter. Simmer very slowly until
the rice is thoroughly cooked and
s
the mixture rather thick. Stir, occasionally, as it will be inclined to stick
to the foot of the saucepan. When A. 13 m Em I KJISV
ready, remove the saucepan from the . n si
wjr
r
fire and add the sugar and flavoring.
Rinse out some small cups of tlmbale
molds with cold water,
s
fill them with rice and
make a
little hollow in the center. Put a
of any nice jam into each,
cover and fill with more rice and
That firm, crisp quality and
set aside to cool. When firm, turn out
delicious flavor 9 what you get
on a glass dish and serve with custard
when you insist on Libby's
sauce poured round.
Mixed Pickles at your dealers.
Puff Paste.
They are always the finest and
Into one quart of sifted flour mix
disappoint It's the same
never
two teaspoons of baking powder and
Sweet Gherkins and
with
Libby's
a teaspoon of salt, then sift again.
Midgets.
Sweet
Ask for them.
Measure out one teacup of butter and
one of lard, hard and cold. Take the
lard and rub Into the flour until a very
fine, smooth paste, then put in Just
The cultivation of centuries
enough ice water, say half a cup, conmarks
the olive groves of Spain
taining a beaten egg, the white of the
as the world's best.
egg to mix a very Btiff dough. Roll it
Libby'S Olives are imported
out into a thin sheet, spread with
from
the oldest and most famous
of the butter, sprinkle over
of these groves. The result is a
with a little flour, then roll up closely
in a long roll like a scroll. Double
rare product, delightfully appetizthe ends toward the center, flatten and
ing. Try one bottle and you'll
reroll, then spread again with another
buy more and never be without
quarter of the butter.
Repeat this
them.
operation until the butter is used up,
put it on an earthen dish, cover it with
a cloth and set it in a cold place, in
Pure, ripe fruit and pure sugar
the ice box in summer.
Let it remain until cold, an hour or more bein equal parts, cooked just right
fore making out the crust. You may
and timed to the second, in
roll this pastry in any direction, but
Libby's Great White Kitchyou must have nice flour, ice water,
en, is the secret of the extreme
and very little of it.
superiority of Libby's Preserves-TJiere- 's
none as good at any price.
Cleaning Woodwork.
For natural finished woodwork that
Urocersand delicatessen stores
has become scratched or dented, like
carry all of Libby's Food Pro
the lower part of doors, surbáses and
ducts. I hey are war
window sills, there is nothing better
ranted the best to both
than a coat or two of shellac the kind
you and the dealer
that you can prepare at home by addWrite for fren
ing the dry yellow flakes of 95 degree
booklet
'lloro to
alcohol.
Mate Good nines
to Eat."
It will dissolve in a few hours if
Insist
it is shaken occasionally, to allow the
Libby's at
alcohol freedom in attacking the
your idler'.
flakes. Shellac is always a convenient, form of varnish to have in the
Llbby, McNeill
Llbby,
house, as it is a simple "healer" for a
Chicago.
scratch a dent, or mar on furniture
and woodwork.

si
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Food 1

Products
-

three-quarter-

Mixed Pickles

.

Libby's Olives

one-fourt- h

Libby's Preserves

Jlk

i

a.

He rode to school each morning on
LEAP-YEALAUGH.
horsebapk and carried his luncheon.
He has often admitted that he recited
his lessons to his horse during the
noon hour and that frequently on the
way to and from school he Indulged
in flights of oratory that made the old
horse prick up his ears.
Affability has always been one of
Mr. 'Kern's prominent characteristics.
He is keenly satirical, but his satire
never wounds.
In appearance Mr. Kern is not a
rugged man. He is of slender build, !
but possesses strong vitality. Two or
three years ago his health failed, and
he and his friends believed that he
"You look worried, old man!"'
was rapidly going into a decline. His
"Yes. ' Had three proposals last
physician sounded the warning, "con night and I don't know which one i
sumption, in his ears', and he started aught to accept!"
in to make a fight for his life. He
Mra. Wlnslow'a Soothing Syrup.
sought a moderate climate in the
teetbhiK, nuftens the Rums, reduces
south, and after six months' stay came For ehllilren
cures wind colli;. 2AcuoolUe.
home a new man. Since then his
Even a drunken man doesn't care to
health has been good.
John V. Kern has for years worn be held up by a footpad.
pMn whiskers. It. Is- his hnhlt --anfrlv
v..
If V.in V'ut tiihu n. Ilnni
to caress his beard When he is at fret a !&i parkmra of Allen's
e.
It ilvos
quick relief. Two million packet's bold yearly.
work. Often his political friends have
made jokes about "John Kern's
Be careful not to stumble over your

JOHN W. KERN IS LIKED FOR HIS

STORIES.
democratic
r
date Once a
Many Insist on Spelling
Name "Curran."

Candi-

School-Teache-

'

Indianapolis, Ind. There is no better story-telle- r
to be found than John
V. Kern, the Democratic nominee for
although when he indulges in ihe humorous for I he benefit
of his friends it is always of the cleanest sort.
Mr. Kern has a keen taste for the
satire in life. His friends recall one
of his sarcastic utterances indulged in
on an occasion when he was dining
t,

n

Foot-Kan-

own bluff.

ihe
of
Essentials

One

is a vast
of the happy homes of y
methods
to
the
best
of
information
as
fund
of promoting health and happiness and
right living and knowledge of the world's
best products.
Products of actual excellence and

reasonable claims truthfully presented
and which have attained to world-wid- o
acceptance through the approval of the
of the World; not of individuals only, but of the many who have
the happy faculty of selecting and obtaining the best the world affords.
One of the products of that class, of
parts, an Ethical
known component
reined', approved by physicians and comof the
mended by the
World as a valuable and wholesome family
n
Syrup of Figs
laxative is the
and Elixir of Senna. To get its beneficial
effects always buy the genuine, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co.,
only, and for sale by all leading druggists.
Well-inform-

Well-inform-

well-know-

PROHIBITIONISTS NAME CHAFIN.
Nominee for President
Known
"Genial Gene."

aa

Chicago Eugene
W.
Chafln
"Genial Gene" as he Is known to his
friends nominee of the Prohibition
party for the presidency, is a native
of Wisconsin, but is now a resident of
Illinois, and is one of the most prominent members of his party in this
state. He is an attorney and has been
a candidate for the Prohibition nomination for governor of Illinois at the
coming state convention of his party.
He was born in Walworth county,
Wisconsin, November 1, 1852. He
worked on a farm by the month to
defray his expenses while at the University of, Wisconsin, from which he
was graduated in 1875. He practiced
John W. Kern.
Tbia woman says she was saved
law in Waukesha, Wis., for 25 years.
with W. J. Bryan not long ago. At He was state president of the Epworth from an operation by Lydia E.
the time Mr. Kern was being dis- league two terms and grand chief Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound,
possicussed as a
templar of the State Good Templars
of Norvistown, Ga.,
Lena V.Henry, : ..1-bility.
r
j .
i imuium;.
vo
juis.
writes
Some one jocularly remarked that a
" I suffered untold misery from fe'
few years in Washington as the
male troubles. My doctor said an opera
ought to
of the country
tion was the only chance l naa, ana i
please Kern greatly. The question
dreaded it almost as much as death.
arose as to the expense of living in
" One day I read how other women
Washington.
had been cured bv Lvdia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, and I decided to
"Yes," said Kern, "I understand
trv it. Before I had taken the first
Fairthat it is costing
bottle I was better, and now I am en
banks about $50,000 a year. Now, at
As well as for the preservatirelv cured.
my
of
that rate, considering the state
any
Éverv
suffering1
with
woman
"
tion and purification of the
physical fortune, I could live in Washfemale trouble should take Lydia h. skin no other skin soap so
ington about one day."
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
Mr. Bryan was greatly amused at
pure, so sweet, so speedily
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
the utterance, it is said, and often alas Cuticurá. For
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's effective
ludes to Mr. Kern's remark.
rashes, inflammaCompound,
made
eczemas,
Vegetable
As long as somebody doesn't organthe
has
been
herbs,
and
roots
from
tions, chafings, sunburn,
ize a Curran club, J. W. Kern can go
Standard remedy for female ills,
happily through the campaign. Cur-rairritations, bites and
wind
andhas positively cured thousands of
is a good enough name' and all
of insects, lameness
with
troubled
stings
been
who
have
women
that, but it does not happen to be his
ulcerainflammation
displacements,
incidental to
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Synopsis of the U.S.
Song and Insectivorous Birds; killGovernment Land Law. ing or injury prohibted. Penalty, $50
fine and 30 days imprisonment.

All men and women over 21
years of age, widows, and persons under 21 years óf age who

'

OPEN SEASON

FOR FISH.

Mountain Trout (all sDecies) with
rod, hook and line only; May 15th to

are the heads of families, who October 15th each year. Size limit!
are not owners of more than 1&0 not less than of6 inches.
Weteht limit.
acres of land, who are citizens or 15 pounds per day. Penalty,
$50 fine

have declared their intention to
become citizens of the United
States are qualified to make a
homestead entry.
Not later than six months from
date of entry the homestead
claimant must establish his residence upon the land, and after
iourxeen montns 01 actual residence, if he has resided upon and
cultivated the land, can commute
or pay for the land at the rate of
$1.25 per acre, when the claim
ant will receive patent to the land
from the government. It claimant does not wish to commute, he
can reside continuously upon the
five years, and upon filling
proof that he has done so, will
receive a patent to the land.
Soldiers who served in the war
of the rebellion, the Spanish or
the Philippine wars are entiled
to have the time of service not.
exceeding four years counted as
residence on the land.
The widow of a deceased soldier who never used his homestead ricrht. can makft a snlrlipr's
homestead entry and is required
to' reside personally on the Jand
for one year. If a widow of. a
deceased soldier has died or
again 'married, his minor children, through a guardian, can
.
make a soldier's homestead
.

,

-

.

:

;

;

.en-try-

;':

.

and 60 days imprisonment.
Bass (large and small mouth SDeo
tes) with rod, hook and line only;
May 15th to October 15th of each year
Weight limit, 25 pounds per day
Penalty, $59 fine and 60 days Impris
onment. Lnlawful to sell, or expose
or offer for sale, or for any common
carrier, express company, ágent or
employe thereof, to receive or have in
possession or transport for. market
any game animals, birds or fish pro
tected by law in this Territory. Pen
alty, $100 fine.
The use of dynamite, drugs, or permitting saw dust to pass into any of
the public waters of this Territory in
which are game food fish is a felony.
Trespassing on posted private property prohibited.
Penalty, $100 fine
and 60 days imprisonment.
V. E. Griffen, Warden.
F. A. Roy, Deputy.

:

Leyes de Caía y Pesca.
DEL TERRITORIO de NeüVO MEXICO.

'

Según Enmendadas por la Asambla
Legislativa 37ma, p en efecto desda y
después de Marzo 21, 1907.
ESN ACION de CAZA
.Venrdo con cuernos, solamente con
fusil: Octubre 15 a Noviembre 30 de
cada ano. Limite un venado. Pena.
100,00 inulta y 60 dias de encarcela
miento.
'
, ...
Alce, Carnero Cimarron, ' Nutria,
Ptarmigan (codorniz blanco,) prohib-d- ó
que, se maten, cábtrren d dañen, eh
todo tiempo. Pena $500.00 multa y 80
dias encarcelamiento. s
Antílope, Faisanes, Codornices, del
orient, Palomas Silvestres portejidos
'

,

of absence is granted, the time',
the settler is absent must be Pájaros Cantores y insedtivores so
made up at the end of five years porhiba que se maten o injurien. Peresidence and cultivation requir- na, 50 multa y 30 dias de encarcelamiento.
ed by law.
estancion de Pesca
the Territory of

New Mexico, as

amended by the 37th Legislative Assembly and in force from and after
March 21st, 1907.
OPEN SEASON FOR GAME.

Deer with horns with gun only;
October 15th to November 30th of each
year, Limit,' one deer. Penalty, $100
fine and CO days imprisonment.
Elk,
Mountain Sheep, Beaver, Ptarmigan;
killing, capturing or injuring prohibited at all times, Penalty, $500 fine
and 90 days imprisonment.
Antelope, Pheasants, Bob White
Quail, Wild Pigeon; protected until
March 13,' 1910. Penalty., $100 fine and
60 days imprisonment. ; .
Turtle Dóyewith gun only; July
15th to Ma 4 at bjf each year. Penalty,
$100 fine and 60 days imprisonment.
Wild Turkey, Mountain. Grouse,
Prairie Ghicken with gún only; Octo
ler, November and December of each
year. Penalty," $100 fine and 60 days
.

sanitary

Cattle,

-

,

'-

Truchas(todas especias) con vara,
anzuelo y sedal solamente: Mayo 15 a
Octubre 15 de cada ano Limite de tamaño no iremos que 6 pulgadas. Limite de peso 15 libras par dia. Pena
$50 multa y 6o dias deenearcelamieno.
Perca (especies de boca trrande v De
quena) con vara, anzuelo y sedal solamente: Mayo 15 a Octubre 15 de cada
ano. Pena 50 multa y 60 dias de encarcelamiento.
Sera ilegal para vender, o exponer
o ofrecer para vender, o para cualquiera ferrocarril, compañía de expaeso
agente o emplado de ellas, para recibir o tener en posesión, o trrsportar
para mercado cualquiera de los animales, aves o pescadas protejidos bor
ley en esUj Territorio, Pena,$100de

.

W. E.

Griffin,

y Pesca.

F. A. Roy, Deputado.
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School
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4
5
11
12
19
32
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Districts Levies.

-

-

-

-

;

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

.
-

other other school districts
Speceal levy for bonds for school district No
'
school distridt No. 36
-

33 to

.005
.005
.005
.005
005
.005
.003

be paid by
.005

.

Spedial levy for bonds for school district, Nn 33 to be paid by

school

district No. 37.

Statement

Of

-

-

-

'

Funds or
Accounts

General County

Court
Interest
School

Balancea
April 1st 1908.
I 23.63
1879.96
1580.15
1338.51
85.74
291.35

'
Judgments
'
'
Co. paid out
Treasurer Cora".
Territorial Treas.
Wild animal bountv
Roads and Bridges
Ins. court house and iail
Repair public buildings
.

275.67
22.32
v 43.67
199.31
51.87
17.91
Assesors com. 1JXM-- 4
1902 and prior 40.53
Schood district No 1
380.25
44
2
189.12
3 ;
82.97
4
131.J4
44
5
65.89
44
6
227.79
7
255.91
8
149.81
9
50. 5
44
10
239 72
11
412.22
12
931.62
14
207.03
15
386.7
16
209.00
17
28.25
18
81.08

Receipts Dur- in Quarter '
$ 1544.01
953.97
1475.08
1443.76
7,88
227.96
611.19
'
.4108.65
46.50
7.88
84.43
107.69 v

19
21
22

14
44

32
33

22.53
117.08
57.12
142.07
316.68
30.02
98.65
119.48
130.45
191.76
126.44

34

116.11

24
25
26
27
28

30
31

44
44

213.3t

--

35
30

Piyment Dur- Ing Quarer.
$ 2.00
2295.49
1095.00
162.06
4.50
611.19
3750.00

.

"

44

.005

The Countr Treasurer of Mora County, New Mexico, For The
Quarter Ending June 30, 1908.

lm

Guardian de Caza

.

-

Insurance
Repairs public buildings
Refunding sinking funds
ueiicit ,
Special levy school dsitriot No. 33
Special levy school district No. 12
tspecial levy school district No. 4
Special levy road district No. 1
44
44
..
44

91.84
72.32
Special levy dist No.12 38.52
48.88
indept. levy
special lew dist No. .U 74.84
Assessor com. 1905--6
11.9
Special road dist. No. 1 111.88
41
14
44
.
it Jg
2.49
Salary funds
569.82
Sinking funds
58.60
multa.
Special levy dist. No. 4 199.61
El uso de dinamita drogas, o per- Special Co. fund 1901
33.77
' .1902
mitiendo que pase rscerrin a cualqui50.98
'
"
" ," 1903 211.24
era de las aguas publicas del Territo44
27.82
rio en la cual se hallr pescado sera ' "
" " 1!K)5
52.98
una felonia.
Normal institute
26.61
Se prohibe trespases propiedad pri- Assessors com. 1907-- 8
54.26
13076.91
vada en la cual hay avisos colocados
Less order draft
23.63
$100 y 60 dias de encarcelamienPena.
with gun
13053.28
to.
.

imprisonment.'
Quail (native or crested)
only; October, November, December
and January of each year. Penalty,
$100 fine and 60 days imprisonment.

1908.

...

.

-

'
General school
Wild animal bouridy
General connty
Court funds
Current expense Bond interest
Road and bridges

All

13, 1910. Pena $100. multa y 60 dias de encarcelamiento.
Tórtolas solo con fusil; Julio 15 a
Any homesteader, who by failure of crops, sickness or any Mayo 1 de cada ano. Pena $100 multa
other unavoidable casualty is un- y 60 dias de encarcelamiento.
Gallina silvestre, Perdices. Gallinas
able to make a living for himself
and family on his claim, can se- del . ampo solo con fusil; Octubre
cure a leave of absence not ex- Novembre y Diciembre de cada ano
ceeding one year. When a leave Pena, $100 y 60 dias de encarcelamie-nta- ,

Of

July 10,

.

The board met and there being a quorum present they proceed
to the dismtch of business. The hoard nrrWa tha
made on all property- in the countv of Mora fop th.
f iona
J
rru
icrnwriiu icyy
.013
bheep anitary
.006

.

the land goes to the widow, if he
leaves one; if not to4 his heirs.
iNeuner tne wiaow nor tne neirs
are required to live on the land
but must keep ' up the improv-ments- . hasta'Mayo

Game and Fish Laws

',''

County Proceedings.

'

13.90
176.24
6.65
1.64
88.33
.55.14
.

.

.

38.80
199.00
40 00

-

311.40
48.00
.'.

Í5.40
6.90
134.88
1.01
65.22
142.70
396.65
37.77
25.92
4.46
83.78
1.80
1.57
25.74
1.51
4.65
5.77
43.52
2.62
l.Ott

r

-

.
'

146.00
18.00
15.50
106.00
'
21.00
40,00
258.48
351.00
52.20
3.00
54.50
3.50
28.80
11.00
3.00

V

69.00
109.00
3.00
37.60

6.13
3.37
301.21
15.75

54.45
322.75
68.83

455.47.
260.31
:12.23

12.99
18.16
276.08
268.18
70.54
24.53

523.70
;

8.9!)

54.04
60.70
56.97
286.30
14283.06

.

(Continued next week.)

'5.77
5.85

10929.37

lUlanuet

July 1, 1906
$ 1518.38

538.14
1960.23
2420.21
93,62
514.81
634.32
68.82
12.75
84.74
119.56
25.43
54.49
245.09
147.77
84.61
74.07
103.03
237.69
156.81

.263,69
11.57
304.94
296.44
977.27
192.60
409.68
158.96
108.53
54.08
293.93
48.27
115.59
61.77
78.84
191.20
29.64
99.71
81.88
136.58
140.68
104.90
131.86
91.84

3.49
493.9
309.19
107.07
24.98
130.01
2.49
322.20
326.78
270.15
52.53
59.97
265.28
82.67
109.95
26.61
350.56
16400.97

Official Directory
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TERRITORIAL.

W. H. Andrews... Delegate In Congress
'George Curry. .Governor of New Mexico
- Secretary
Wm- Mills
Chief Justice
:f- B- Davis
District Attv
becundino Romero. District Court Clerk
-

-

COUNTY.

jMalaqulas Mattinez

, .
FRECIJiCT,
Guad Garcia
Justice of the Peace
Wm. As Brumage
Deputy Sheriff
HOARD OF EDUCATION.
Alex S. Bushkevitz
Chairman
Herman Goodman
Clerk
Vigil
Lucas
Member

WEALTH.
The assessment of 1907 gives the taxable wealth of Mora county as $1,175,-82an increase of $9,145 over the previous-year.
The census of. 1906 gives
the value of agricultural wealth of
county
ns
$2,581,000, but the real
the
'wealth of the county undoubtedly ap3,

proximates

$6,000,000.
During the past
'Hscal year 100,000 acres were settled
'upon by homesteaders, under the Federal and land laws.
Mora Is one of the few counties In
the Territory where the area appropriated exceeds the area of public lands.
The area still subject to entry under
the Federal land laws is 760,000 acres,
while that appropriated Is 830,000 acres.
The agricultural lands of Mora county
are valued on the assessor's books at
$225,000 and the grazing lands at $341,-00but the census of 1900 shows that
they are worth at least six times as
.

0,

mocli.

CLIMATE.

Like the rest of New Mexico, Mora
'county enjoys a peerless climate that
is a speciiic for lung and throat troubles. Its high altitude, tl
purity of
its atmosphere, the grandeur of Its
scenery, its pines, spruce, cedar, and
pinon forests make It an ideeal section for homes and a health-seeker- 's
paradise. The annual rainfall is slight
and occurs mostly in the Bummer
months. There are no extremes In temperature either in summer or winter,
the winters being mtld and sunshiny
and the summers cool, and even-colat night in the mountainous sections.
"J'here Is good Ashing and hunting in
the country; roads are good and accommodations for tourists and health
jseekera are. plain but substantial and
oomfortable.
.

d

RAILROADS.
Mora county Is crossed from north to
south by the great Santa Fe Railway.
'The mileage Is little over 40 miles. A
railroftd trom Las Vegas to Mora has

been surveyed, and an extension from
Mora to Taos is contemplated. Mora
cotmt-- f needs more railroads for Its deo
velopment and would give heavy
such. The building of railroads
Voúld also lead to the establishment of
many industries, for which the raw
materluls can be furnished by the
county, for which the fuel and wator
power are there, and home markets
could easily be found.
.ton-s.gai-

TIMBER.
Many parts, especially In the moun-

tains, are heavily timbered districts.
Steps are being taken to protect some
of the timber sections, especially on the
Pecos Forest Reserve. This does not
prohibit the cutting of timber, but
merely regulates it. Seven million feet;
of lumber are annually shipped out of
the county. From 25 to 50 wagon loads
of ties and telegraph poles are daily
taken to the railroad.
MINING.
Is not a mining county, but
there are indications in plenty of mineral wealth to that of any section of
the Rocky mountains Many prospects
have been located and some of them
show considerable developmtnt. -- The
indications of copper are especially
Ipromísíng.
Extensive work is being
done in the Rociada and Coyote mining
"dlsttiets, as well as lit the northern
paM of the Pecos river forest reserve.
Gold and Copper Company
Is down 200 feet, and has a 6 to 8 foot
vein of copper, assaying from 10 to 20
per cent, In addition to the gold, silver,
and lead. There &re many other good
prospects In the same VIclhlty, somé
having ore running as high as thirty-fiv- e
The Santa
"per cent, in copper.
Barbara King mine, near Mora, has
$70
per ton.
had assays of from $60 to
There Is a small smelter at Rociada. El
Oro gravel was formerly worked .with
the pan, each pan yielding as much as
a turkey quill filled with gold dust. In
the Coyote mining district several hundred thousand dollars have been expended, but litigation has caused, operations to lag. Specimens of ore
0
have been picked up that assayed
In gold to the ton, and there Is a
tradition of a "lost mine" that at one
time yielded fabulous sums. This mine
Is supposed to he located on the Mora
grant, and much money has been expended to rediscover it. It Is natural
o suppose that with mountain formation similar to that of the richest mineral districts In the world, and rich
float being picked up In every part of
the county, as well as mineral veins apparent on the surface in many localities, that Mora county has a great future as a mineral producer. Although
Mora has io coal mines, the coal Indications are such that many thousands
Of tonn pqujd ta
pradqeed anntnly
Mora
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Superintendent of Schools
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with but little labor, and investment
Of capital.
Clav for
rH
and white sandstone, and llmestone'ex-Is- t
in large quantities and of commercial quality. Near Wagon Mount de
posits oi aium are reported.
THE STOCK INDUSTRY.
According to this, year's assessment
ine cuumy nas about 15,000 cattle,
sheep, and 3,000 goats. As a matter of fact these figures should be multiplied at least by two. The Wool
in the county amounts to about
750,000 pounds annually, and "the cattle
shipped out annually total almost as
many as the assessment credits the
county with. It has an Ideal range and
the raisintr and fattening- nf listf nttin
is one of the principal Industries
arounu wagon MOund, Watrous, and
other settlements. The "eastern portion
is devoted entirely to stock raising
The mesas support numerous flocks of
sheep and herds of cattle. This immense stock range is well watered and
lias good shelter In its breaks and
canons. The grass Is very nutritious,
being black gramma and blue Joint, and
in most years is cut for hay, yielding
as high as two tons to the acre. Fortunes have been made In Mora county
by stock raising, and the man who possesses capital, some experience
and
business ability can Invest money to
no better purpose than In this In
dustry.
AGRICULTURE.
The county leads In agriculture. Together with Taos county It was the
granary of the southwest for many
years, and before the advent of the
railroads caravans came from far and

near to secure wheat and other agricultural products. Even today from
25 to 50 wagons, loaded with agricultural products, are on the road dally
from the Mora valley to Las Vegas or
to Wagon Mound. Five acres produce
13,665 pounds of oats, or 85 büshels to
the acre. Potatoes yield from 3 to 5
tons per acre, Mora county being one
of the few parts of the southwest
where potatoes are raised successfully.
Irrigation Is not needed to raise crops
The principal crops are wheat, oats,
alfalfa, corn, barley, rye, potatoes, and
vegetables. Horticulture Is a vary successful pursuit, and the fruit falsed
here will stand comparison with that
raised anywhere in the United States.
Its flavdr Is unsurpassed arid In size
and color It has no equal. From the
Mora and adjoining
valleys 15,000
pounds of bats are shipped annually
and about 2,000,000 pounds of corn.
Enough wheat is raised to supply and
keep busy the year around one modern
grist
roller mill and six water-powe- r
mills.
,
The homeseeeker can purchase land

already under cultivation at from $10
to $40 per acre. Mora county produces
sugar beets very rich In saccharine
matter and yielding a heavy crop to
the acre. The extraordinary purity of
thesa beets rind thelf high per cent of
sugar have created a demand for them,
ami quantities have been shipped to
the Colorado beet-sugfaetdrles as
an experiment; but, owing to the cost
of freight And the difficulty of taking
the beets to the rallrdad, sugar-beraising Is not as profitable as It would
be if a sugar factory or two were located nearer to the beet field. Labor
is cheap, water power abundant, and
fuel easily secured,
factors which
would contribute much to the success
beet-sugof
factdrlem
The following are the lirlriciüal agricultural valleys: The Mora and Agua
Negra valley, néarly all under cultivation, is twenty-tw- o
miles long. In Its
narrowest place It Is 400 yards wide
for the length of about 12 miles; the
other 10 miles are from 2 to 3 miles
wide. The Cebolla valley is 10 milas
long and from 1
to 314 miles Wide.
The Guadalupita valley Is 5 miles long
along
3
the Guadaluand
miles wide
pita, and then runs 10 miles to Lucero,
averaging about il quarter of a mile in
ar

et

Tile Llano del Coyote valley is
miles long and 1 mile wide.
The La Cueva valley, not including the
100,000 acres of the La Cueva Ranch
Company, has an area of about 14,000
acres.
The Golondrina valley has an
area of 6,000 acres. The Cherry and
Watrous valleys produce alfalfa principally, although 30,000 pounds of grain
Is raised annually, being used mostly
In fnttenln-- r cattle. there belntt about
20,000 head Of cattle in thésé two valleys. Besides these valleys, which all
have Irrigation systems, théré Iré the
íxiwer Cebolla. Buéna Vista Carmen,
Gascon, and. oilier small valléys that
width.

about

3

are very productive.
HlStORY,
Mora (s the Spanish Word for raspberry, thó first settlers naming the
section thus on account of the abundance of wild raspberries. Up to 1830
the county was the hunting ground of
Indian trlbPS who held undisputed
sway, In 1832 the first attempt was
made by white men to settle on the
present site of Mora, but the settlers
were driven off by the Indians and a
number of them were slain. However,
other attempts were made, and In 1840
the settler mn.de a brave stand against
the Indians and from that day the
white men held the upper hand. The
Mora valley was at that time a dense
forest and irreat hardship' was endured
in- - clear!
he lands and building
s a white man would
homes.
be
killed at his own door by marauding
Indians, and It was not uncommon for
women and children to be carried into
captivity. The Mextoan government
furnished no protection, and the settlers had but rude weapons With wnloh
to repel the attacks of the savage
government, however,
hordos.
The
gave a large grant of land to seventy-si- x
of these sturdy men. In 1847, during the war with Mexloo, these peope
were intensely loyal to Mexico. Newcomers from the States . about ths
time, were massacred, and the American troops, who appeared soon afterwards, as a punishment, laid the town
of Mora in ashe, - After the annexation these people were as loyal to the.

United States as they had been . to
Mexico, and many of them fought 'In
the Federal ranks during the Civil
War. In I860 the county of Mora was
created out of part of the county of
laos. It had seven precincts then, one
of the precincts, No, 4, Rayado, later
being erected Into the counties of Colfax and Miiort. Being off the line of
railroad 111 greater part, many primitive ways still prevail side by side
with advanced civilization, adding not
a little to the plcluresqueness and
cluirms oí the section.

tlonally well. The winters are mild.
The roud to the Black
ritnnrrnn
-

passes
Taos
crossing
n.

.

SETTLEMENTS.

Wagon Mound and Mora are
principal towns in Mora county the
and are
treated under, the head of "Cities and
towns of New Mexico."
Watrous, on the San Miguel county
line, is next in importance as a shipping point, being the second largest
settlement on the Santa Fe railway in
the county.
Alfalfa and fruit are
raised to a large extent around Watrous.There are two large store, a
blacksmith shop, two churches, and a
schoolhousc.
One and a half miles
from Watrous the Santa Fe railway is
operating a stone quarry which at
times employs from 300 to 400 men,
supplying ballast for the railway
truck. Two train loads of stone are
shipped duily. Population, 350.
Cleveland, better known as San Antonio, lies three miles west of Mora,
in the Mora valley. Two stores, a sawmill, and postolllce are here.- Population, 600.
Agua Negra Is four miles west of
Mora, also in the Mora vallev. It lias
a postotlice, one store, a Protestant
church, a mission school, and a sawmill. At this point the main road to
Mora starts. Population, 500.
Rito de la Agua Negra is fifteen
miles west of Mora and is the center of
the best oats and potato producing
valley in the county. It has two stores,
a Protestant church, a Catholic church,
and Protestant mission school. Population, 600.
Cebolla lies In a rich valley divided
from the Mora valley by a mountain
range. A large reservoir supplies irrigation water to the many fertile farms,
wheat, hay, and oats being the principal products. Population, 400.
La Cueva lit situated five miles east
of Mora and is supplied with water
from tho Mora river. It Is the headquarters of the La Cueva Ranch Company. A Catholic and a Protestant
church and a Protestant
mission
school are maintained.
There are
also two blacksmith shops at the place.
Population. GOO.
Golondrinas lies thirteen miles east
Mora and fifteen miles west of Watrous. The surrounding valley is watered by the Mora and the Cebolla.
Farming and stock raising are the
principal Industries. Alfalfa and other
hay, all kinds of cereals, legumes, and
fruits are the principal products. The
settlement has- one store and a
Population. 250.
Cherry Valley is fifteen mil.s east
of Watrous, iihd farming is pursued
here In accordance! with the most modern methods.Is watered
from the Mora river, ditches being
taken out on both sides of the river
and watering thousands of acres. Alfalfa, corn, oats, and all kinds of fruits
are raised. Vegetables attain an Im
mense size. Hundreds of cattle, fat
and sleek, roam on the adjoining,
mesas, while sheep graze peacefully by
the thousands In this section. Popu'

stock raising and farming. It has two
stores, one church, a school,
and a
blacksmith shop. It is situated in an
open valley, watered by the Covote.
Population,

300.

COUNTY'S FUTURE.
Now is the time to settle in Mora
?ou:ity. The building of branch 'railroads into the county wilt greatly Increase land values and will bring many
opportunities for the establishment of
new industries, the development of latent resources, the building of new
towns and the growth of the older
settlements. With its Ideal climate, its
abundance of water. Its undeveloped
resources. Mora county promises In the
near future to become one of the most
MORA

tensely populated and richest sections

of the great Southwest.

.

DIRECTORY
CHURCHES.
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Rev. Father
Ant Celller,
pastor.
Services
held
monthly.
Notices of date of service
will lie posted a week In advance. Notify the pastor of- sick calls.
METHODIST
EPISCOPAL
Rev.
(jrlmmel,
pastor. Services held In
jchool house first Sunday In every
month. Stinday school every Sunday at

'

post-ollir-

ana
Guadalupita,

&uzn.t-eLniow-

through

tho
Coyote twenty-thre- e
times in the'ean-oMany a fishing party finds its
way to this canyon or to the Black
Lakes, where trout fishing, us well
hunting, yields excellent sport. Popu-as
lation, 250.
Turquino Is six miles north of Guadalupita. There are two sawmills in
the valley, with an almost Inexhaustible supply of timber to draw on. Hoy,
grain, and the legumes are the principal crops.
Potatoes, however, are
grown to an immense size. A number
of proinisi..s' mineral prospects are In
the near-b- y
mountains, but not developed to any extent. Population, 350.
Coyote Is seven miles northeast of
Mora. It Is in a nnrrow valley
a nil- - wide, with high mountainsabout
nnd
bluff.- on nil sides.
Stock raising
agriculture are the main industries: and
A
general store and a postoflice are found
here. There are several fine orchards
in the valley.
A concentrator situated
there is idle at present, nlthough considerable work is being done on the
fine mineral prospects in the vicinity.
Copper is the principal ore, some of
it assaying as high as 85 per cent.,
besides carrying gold, sliver, and lead.
Pomilntion, 200.
Llano del Coyote Is two miles east
of Coyote.
Its resources are chiefly

10:00

a. m.

,

CLUBS.
ROY COMMERCIAL CLUB.

e.

Meet-

ings fteld on first and third Tuesdays
avery month in Club Hall. Officers: F.
Roy, president; Austin Harman.-vlj.

.

president; Jacob Floershelm, secretary;
L. E. Aldrldge. treasurer.
Executive
Committee:
Frank A. Roy, Austin Har- .. ..
..
,11.1.

The-valle-

..

.

and

T

1

V.

1.

1"1

F. S. Brown.

PRIMROSE PROGRESSIVE CIRCLE.
Meetings held every Saturday afternoon. Mrs. AV. H. Wlllcox, president;
Mrs. Geo. Tlndall, vice president; Mrs.
V. A. llrunage, secretary; Mrs. F. S.
lation, 150.
Brown treasurer,
Oeate is twenty-fiv- e
miles west of
Trustees:- Mrs. F. A. Rov. Mrs. W. H.
Wagon Mound, hear the dividing line Wlllcox, Mrs. L. E. Alldrldge. .
between Mora and Colfax counties.
There, are 1,200 settlers in this fertile
SWASTIKA
CLUB.
DRAMATIC
valley, Ocate has five general stores, The Swastika Dramatic Club meets
every
carrying
Monday night. Officers: Mrs.
each
a stock that wduld do
credit to a city stdre. There are two B. Goodman, president; Mrs. Nellie
churches, four schnnlhouses, and sevWlllcox, vice president; Mrs. J. Floereral bhlcksntlth slirifH the town is shelm. treasurer; Miss Stella Mason,
most beautifully situated,- being sur- secretary; M. H. Karlsruher, manager;
Mrs. Nellie Baum, assistant,
rounded by high
mountains. The Oeate Valley is dotted with
PIJESBYTERÍAN CHURCH. Rev. J.
beautiful meadows, and about- 5,000
Sunday School every Suntons of hay are harvested annually. S. Russell.
10.00 a. rrt. Preaching first Sunday,
The Ocate Creek is the dividing line
hotween the Mora grant and the public day of each month, morning and evenMany thousands of cnttle, ing, services at school house.
domain.
sheep, und horses can be seen grazing
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
Qcatd,
making a picture of
around
peace and plenty. The valley was set- Meets at the Bushkevitz hall on the
tled fifty yeal's ago, every foot of land first and third Tuesday of each month.
beihg disputed With hrJutiiu Indians, Ale. S. Bushkevitz, consul commander;
and tdday a certain part of the valley W. P. Tlndall, past cónsul commander;
Abe Stanton, Jr., adviser
lieutenant;
Is knhwli as Corral dé Ids Apaches.
L.
E.
Aldrldge, clerk; Max Kriiuse.
The valley is exceptionally well watered-, tht Ocatfi Cieek being formed banker; F. S. Brown, escort; George
watchman; J. M. Aldrldge,
by several sparkling ittdiintalh streams Tlndall.
which crimes down plctiiresqllO tinlidriS. sentry,
Font. Union lies eight miles north
of Watrous. It has a romantic history.
The caravans on the Santa Fe trail, In
the early fifties find sixties ,often made
it a haven df refuge1. A
carried
the mall ffnm and to Kahuna tiny dnce
-- atevery two or three months, and later
on monthly.
Freight wagons and-- ' the
prairie schooners made the trip In six
moiths, and some took n whole year
ATTEND TO ALL LEGAL MATto make a return trip. The place. was
to tho travaler uli mm h and a bulwark
TERS BEFORE ALL THE TERRIagainst the marauding Indians. The
old fort is 0,700 feet above sea level
LAND
TORIAL
COURTS.
and sltunted in a valley twenty-fiv- e
miles long and five miles wide. The
Turkey Mountains lies to the east,
MATTERS A SPECIALTY.
while, to the wést fine the majestic
slopes of the Rock mountains. The fort
whs abandoned in 1891, An extinct crater lies between it and Ocate. and for
New Mexico
many' miles around lava is piled up.
Guadalupita is situated twelve miles
Union Co.
north of Mora In a beautiful valley
surrounded by high mountains. The
valley round about is well watered liv
Dream That eame True.
several small streams, the chief of
winch is the l:oyote, which gets Its'
Dining a dinner to welcome his
flow from the Black Lakes. In Colfax
county.
There is a sawmill, geqeril fiancee a young man at Hoalivar, near
siore; a cnurcn. ami a school in tlm Prague, told of a dream he bad that
settlement, which also has a postoffice. a shot was fired In the house. Hla
nay, grain, potatoes and legumes, are
raised in large quantities, but the chief father rose, as a precaution, tQ reindustry is stock raising. Manv thou
as
sand 'sheep graze in the hills, and on move a pistol from the wall, but
he mountains browse many nerds of he touched it it went oft and killed,
cattle. ilrass comes very uirlv In tho
the glvl,
do tref-)- .
?pr!nfi aJid therafor cati--

C.

E. Farrington

sl.-igf-

Attorney

Clayton

i

Law

f

USE ALCOHOL

Dr. F. H. BRYANT

OSTEOPATH

FRANK A. ROT,

WITH POLISH.

Housewife Discovert That It Aids
Cleaning Silver.

Barter Shop

4. Si

'

ROY.
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-
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60 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

V
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Trade Marks
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Ac.
rnsvRiCHTS
w.

riuiwlndnn
.......... ma.
Anyone enning n i. l.
whether bo
anlokly Mcortnln our opinion free Communion.
l
UoneitrictlyconOdentfal. HANDBOOK on Patent
for securing patoiiw.
ent free. Oldest acency
Patent taken through Muim k Co. receive
iu the
obnie,
tpeelal notiti, without
1

A

u..

Scientific American.
A handsomoly Illustrated weekly.

I.nrecst

MUNN&Co.3eiBroadwa-NeBranch Offlco, C26 F St. Waahlnnton.

clr- -

York
D

.

U

FIRSTQDALITY

'

V

t

c.

'

DEALERS

J.'

IN
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'

'

Real Estate and Ranches
i

'

Breeders of She?p, Cattle and Horses
Tracts1 of Agricultural Land

We Hold Several Chole

i

for Sale.

Town Lots a Specialty

,

The Floersheim Mercantile Company
H- -

,

GOODMAN,

Manager.

'

f

Roy, Mora County, New Mexico
"'

','1

Carry a Complete Stock of

GENERAL

SOUFFLE IS GOOD.

;

,

.

,

MERCHANDISE

Large Assortment of Farm Implements
;

S

Easily Put Together After the Puree
Has Been Prepared.
Half a pint of apricot puree, half a
cupful of cream, three whites of eggs,
Vi tablespoonfuls syrup from the apricots, two heaping tablespoonfuls of
sugar, a squeeze of lemon juice, three
drops of red coloring. Prepare the
puree by rubbing either canned or
bottled aprlcotá through a fine sieve.
Use a little of the syrup along with
the apricots and do not make the
puree too thick. Dissolve the gelatine
in two tablespoonfuls of the syrup and
strain it into the puree. Add the sugar, lemon juice and coloring. Beat
the white of the eggs to a stiff froth
and whip the cream. Stir these lightly into the apricot mixture, and when
beginning to set, pour all into a wetter
mold and keep in a cool place until
firm. When wanted, turn out on a
glass or china dish. This pudding may
be made more ornamental by decorating the top of the mold with a little
sweet jelly and a few pieces of apri
cot before pouring in the mixture. Or
the apricot mixture may be set in a
ring mold and whipped cream piled
in the center when it is turned out.

'

ORIGINATORS AND OWNERS OF

ROY TOWNSITE,.

Ron Meat Market

JOHN SCHNIEDER, Prop.

t

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000

Call and Get a Good,
Clean Shave

.

WM. 0. ROT,
Seo'y and Treat,

.

(INCORPORATED.)

'i

APRICOT

r. rot,

President

The Roy Land and Live Stock Go.

"It may not be manners to discuss

All Kinds of Fresh
",and Smoked Meats,,

Vioo

.

In

your hostess," said one of the guests
after an elaborate luncheon, "but did
CHRONIC you
IN
ALL
SPECIALIST
ever see such silver?' Mine was
DISEASES AND MANY ACUTE
actually greasy! Such carelessness is
and Obstetrical disgraceful."
Nervous Debility
Practice.
"Silver Is hard to keep bright,"
mile southOffice at residence one-hal- f
murmured
the woman who hated uneast of center of town.
kind criticism.
"Nonsense, it Isn't, and if it were,
GIVE HIM A TRIAL.
that is no excuse. Think how CaroNEW MEXICO lyn's silver shone at her dinner, and
ROY, MORA CO.,
she only keeps one maid. I aBked
her how she did it, and she said it
was by mixing her silver polish with
alcohol instead of water. You rub it
up in the usual way. but the mixture
gives a much more brilliant look.
MILLARD ALDRIDGE, Prop.
"When she takes it out of the bags,
even after weeks stowed away,, all she
need do is to give must of the pieces
a rub or two with a piece of roughed
chamois.
"She rinses the parts .of the fiat silver
that go in the mouth with boiling
Hair Cutting a Specialty.
water after using the chamois, hb
sometimes it gives a queer taste. '
Bid.
In the Floernhelin Mer. Co.
Agency for the Steam Laundry.
"That silver last night could never
be cleaned once a week, even much
less given a special holiday shine. If
the butler was too lazy to see that the
silver was polished, at least he should
have given it a boil in hot washing
soda and water to cut the grease and
IN
DEALER
make it look clean."

M

c.

i

President

Ljimber and Hardware.

Needed In Building Material,

Everything

8TOCK OF DRY GOODS AND GROCERIES WITHIN
MILES OF ROY.

BIGGEST
V

We wlHije pleased
.

FIFTY

to show visitors thru our establishment.

Prices Always Reasonable
i
.

'"

"'
.,
We Buy and 8et1 All Country Produce.
Woo
Hides, Pelts and Cattle a Specialty.

,'

W. L. Sutton,
General
Blacksmith

Practical
Horseshoer

WEST SIDE

The Welcome Saloon
(La Bien Venida)

Fabat Beer, Extra Fine Blend' and Bonded Liquors, Wines and Cigars
always In Stock.
POOL ROOM IN CONNECTION

FRANK REISTLE

I

Soap well applied to drawer slides Cordial Treatment to all.
keep the drawers in furniture
JAS. A. PROCTOR. Proprietor.
and closets from sticking.
If you will varnish your linoleum
about every three months it will last
much longer than without the coats of
varnish.
When washing floors or cleaning
windows always put a few drops of
paraffine in the water and this will
keep away flies, moths and other insects. '
TRAFICANTES EN
The skin from a boiled ham will
be more easily removed if as sson as
being taken from the boiling liquor
the ham be plunged into cold 'water
for a moment.
EL PASO & SOUTHWESTERN
To mend hemstitching cover the
Pagan ti precia mat altó por
space of the worn' hemstitching with
insertion and stitch both edges on to
GOING SOUTH
tray cloth and It will then be as good
Reses, Carneros, Zacate, Grano,
Mixed' train, No. 123 Arrival at Kiy as new and even prettier.
p.
m,
Z:30
2:05;
leaves
at
Hair brushes 6hould be washed, if
GOING NORTH.
possible, every day. The best plan Is
- Mixed
train. No. 124 Arrives at to keep two in use at the Bame time.
Roy at 1.35; leaves z:oo p. m.
Unless a clean brush is used the hair
loses the bright, glossy look, that U
Suscríbanse al El Hispano Anwl
Mound y
lihoiild havfl,
(loppr
el
es
Bu
propio
"no,
ENGRAVER

and ELECTROTYPER

u a Trial.

Give

will

ROY,

FAIR PRICE

The

Local Time Table

-

Mora County

New Mexico

Vorenberg Mercantile Co.
"

'

..

MERCANCIAS GENÉRALE!

...

Madera

LANA, CUEROS Y ZAbBAS

W$pn

Qcate

-

i

New

Mko

insane Through Prison Cruelty.
A Las Vegas dispatch of July 25th
says: Cornell Rees, alias C. W. R.

Dobyns, who passed through here
Wednesday after being chased for
more than a year, and who was held
six months in Monterey, Mexico, in
jail awaiting extradition, went suddenly insane because of cruelties suffered in the Mexican prison and was
brought here today to the asylum. He
tried to kill himself In Raton. He was
arrested for trying to wreck a Santa
Fe locomotive.
Governor's Mansion Bonds.
M. A. Otero and Major
R. J. Palen, of the Capitol Improvement Board, met with the owners of
the property In Attorney General J. M.
Hervey's office yesterday, says the
New Mexican of July 25th, and made
an agreement and terms for the purchase of the lots on which the proposed governor's mansion is to be
erected. The price agreed upon for
the entire tract of ground is $5,500
and comes within the appropriation
made by the legislature for that purpose.

Governor Curry while at Raton will
consult with Rapp and Rapp, architects of Trinidad, Colorado, as to the
plans and specifications for the building and upon his return to Santa Fe
will give orders to place a crew of
convicts from the territorial penitentiary to work on the grounds.
Otero said that the
Capitol Improvement Board intends to
have the governor's mansion completed by the time the next legislature convenes.
The 150,000 Capitol Improvement
Bonds were sold to Otis and Hough,
bankers of Cleveland, for $49,062.50
and accrued interest from June 1,
1907 on
f
of the amount and
from December 1, 1907, on the other
half.
one-hal-

,

'

Refunding Survey Deposits.
Regarding the refunding of the
monies deposited by mineral clainif
ants for cost of surveys, Surveyot
General John W. March, has received
a circular from the General Land of- fipe In Washington, which is of interest
to mineral claimants Jn New Mexico.
The letter in part says:
"On June 30, 1908, the Secretary
of the Interior affirmed a decision of
this office refusing to permit a mineral
claimant to assign a portion of the
money deposited by him to cover the
cost of surveys, but he at the same
time rescinded so much of the decision In the case of E. M. Dunphy (8
L. D., 102) as held that repayment of
such moneys could not be allowed.
"Mineral claimants may therefore,
under said decision of June 30, 1908,
submit to this office through you,
applications for repayment of the
unearned portions of tbeij mining
deposits."
Water Rights Approved.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan has approved the following applications for water rights:
H. P. Cameron, applicant for the
appropriation of the waters of La Luz
Btream in Otero county. Number of
acres to be benefited by said application, 960. Estimated cost of work,
Í700.
W. A. Coe of Alamogordo, for the
appropriation of the waters of La Luz
stream. Number of acres to be bene-

fited, eighty. Estimated cost of work,
$299.

First County Tax Rolls.
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
reports that the first tax rolls for
the present year to be received at his
office were those of Socorro county, ol
which Leandro Bean is the assessor.
The rolls are very neat and so far as
can be determined, without close examination, have been correctly made
out. The taxable valuation of property In the county of Socorro is about
the same as it was in the year 1907.
Saf-for-

United States Commissioner Hardle
of Vaughn, Gaudalupe county, reports
150 homestead applications filed before
him since March 1st, this year.
A fire which started in the Ford ho.
tel and restaurant at Duran Thursday
afternoon destroyed four buildings, Including the hotel, on the east side of
the tracks, the loss approximating $10,-j)0No lives were lost, although
many narrow escapes were reported.
Charles F. Easterllng, examiner for
the department of Justice, has been in
New Mexico examining the records of
the District Court clerks. He has finished his examination at Las Vegas
at the office of the clerk of the Fourth
judicial district and left that town
Thursday for Washington.
He also
visited Santa Fe and Albuquerque during his tour of inspection. New Mexican.
A dispatch from Lordsburg
says:
There was a sad accident at Gold Hill
last Friday. A cloudburst at that place
carried away the cabin of George
Hughes, and he is supposed to have
been inside, as later his body was
found two miles below. The body was
bruised and battered so badly that It
was almost unrecognizable.
George
Hughes was an
He came
here Jn the early days and was well
known throughout this section of the
country.
J. R. Yale of Alto, Kansas, and Herbert Loomis, of Stockton, Kansas,
have returned to Alamogordo with
their household goods and farm implements, to live on their claims recently
located about two miles from town.
They brought a
gasoline engine to be used in the pumping
of water from wells for irrigating. Mr.
Loomis also brought his big Cadillac
touring car which has a
on slow speed and thirty on
high speed.
'
Mrs. L. Bradford
Prince is still
touring Europe with the party of Prof.
Simon Newcomb. She is having a
splendid time. Her visit to Mayence,
one of thé prettiest and oldest i)owns
in the German empire, was especially
pleasant. She found many relatives
there. Mrs. Prince's maternal ancestor was of German parentage.
Mrs.
Prince is now touring Belgium and a
few days ago was in Brussels. She is
expected to reach home the latter
part of August.
An Albuquerque dispatch says: Wilhas
liam Phillips, an
filed suit against the Sun Publishing
Company, Mrs. L. B. Bennett, C. C.
Hendrick and the Journal Publishing
Company, for $25,000 damages, alleging libel as the result of articles concerning him which appeared in the
Sun.. Phillips Is the man who went
into the Sun office recently 'and
emerged very much the worse for
wear as a result of a fistic meeting
with Hendricks, the editor of the paper.
The board of regents of the University of New Mexico, at a recent
meeting, decided that they could afford to spend between $7,000 and
$8,000 for a library building and Doctor Wroth, a member of the board,
was instructed to secure plans and
specifications for a building and bids
for its construction. The style of the
new building has not been decided
upon as yet, but it is believed it will
be In keeping with the architecture of
the other buildings of the institution.
The only restraint placed on Doctor
Wroth in the letting of the contract
for the building is that the cost does
not exceed the amount named.
ninety-horsepow-

good level agricultural
land around the Mora drain about 40 miles in
Roy, that may be filed on under the length of the eastern slope of the
Homestead desert land laws.
Rocky mountains and play an importDuring the past season the first ex- ant part in the determination of the
perience by the new farmers proved stream flow.
that anything can be grown on our soil,
such as wheat, oats, corn, sugar cane,
kafflr corn, mllo Maize and vegetables,
as good as can be grown In the eastern CASSIMEHO GONZALEZ

states.
Water can be gotten at a depth of 30
to 150 feet, anywhere around Roy. Well
drillers have not failed yet in obtaining
water for those for whom they have
drilled.
The town of Roy will In the very near
ROY, NEW MEXICO.
future be the county seat of a new
county, as its adjacent vicinity Is destined to be the most prosperous community In the
n
part of Stone Work, Carpenter and Plasterer,

Builder

north-easter-

New Mexico.

MORA COUNTY

Area, 2,542 square miles.
Population, 13,000; the census of 1900 gave it a Flrat-cla- u
population of 10,304. Assessed valuaAccommodation
tion, $1,175,823. County seat, Mora.
Postofflces. Mora, Wagonmound, La
Cueva, Cleveland, Guadalupita, Chacon,
Ocate, Roy, Lucero, Halls Peak,
Hol-ma-

Weber,

Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Curry has appointed the
following as notaries public for their
respective counties:
Roman De La O, of Las Cruces,
Doha Ana county.
Juan C. Gurule, of Vallecitos, Rio
Arriba county. . ,
Charles O. Hyer, of Hyer, Santa Fe
county.
Myron B. Keator, of Tucumcarl,
Quay county.

Shoemaker,

n,

Watrous,

Hates
$1.60 and $2.00

Oriental Hotel

Mills, Ledoux.
Mora County's agricultural products
ROY, N.
exceed those In value of any other New
Homeseekers can obtain satisfactory
Mexico county, and It can rightfully
claim the honor of being the leading rates by asking for same.
agricultural county in the territory.
A, P. DUNCAN. Prop.
However, its range interests exceed in
value even its agricultural wealth. Yet
its area is only 2,542 square miles, be- A. S. Bushkevltz, Pres.
ing less than that of any other county,
.. Max M. Bushkevltz, Vice Pres.
excepting Santa Fe, Taos, and BernalA. Bushkevltz, Saa. and Treat,
illo; still this area Is more than twice
that of Rhode Island and 600 square
miles greater than that of the state of
Delaware. According to the census of
1900, its population is 10,304, or four
people to the .square mile, a density of
population exceeded only by Santa Pe,

n.

.

Great Western

Bernalillo, and Taos counties.
The county Is mountainous, the main
ridge of the Rocky mountains passing
through its western part, while th
foothills extend almost to the eastern:
boundary. Some of the peak rise to
an altitude of over 13,500 feet, while
the lowest point In the county has an
altitude of 4,000 feet.
.
The hills are generally timbered, and
a portion of the Pecos River Forest Reserve Is in the county. From the main
range, broken by the foothills, the mesa
extends ' gently sloping toward the
southeast. There are picturesque canyons and fertile valleys, making the
topography a very broken one. The
county Is almost entirely in the drainage basin of the Canadian River, the
Mora River, a tributary of the Canadian. Other tributaries of the Canadian in the county are the Ocate, the
Vermejo, and the El Perro. The Sweetwater is a tributary of the Ocate. The
principal tributaries of the Mora are
the Coyote, the Cebolla, the Sapello, the
Guadalupita, and the Lobo. The Pecos
River rises in the western part of the
county, and so does the Santa Cruz, the
latter belonging to the drainage basin
of the Rió Grande. The tributaries of
"

Gommercial Co.
(INCORPORATED)

Capital Stock $25,000
ROY, MORA CO

A. S.

NEW MEXICU

, ,

Bushkevitz

UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER,
COUNTY SURVEYOR
NOTARY PUBLIC.
JOHN FLORENCE,
Deputy
Chief
at Mora, New Mexico.
F. A. ROT,
Assistant Chief Deputy at Roy, New
Moxico.

HOMESEEKERS
Will do well by employing an official
surveyor and tHus get correct line and

numbers.

Can make land filings, final proofs
and commence contests, In fact anything that you may require, done in
the land business, to Which we will

correctly and promtly

--

ttend.

Confectioner and Bakery
Ice Cream, Soft Drinks, CaKes, Pies, Doughnuts,

Bread, Candies and Cigars

d

W. H. BENN, Proprietor.

ROY, NEW MEXICO

First door east of P. O.

The fast growing and prosperous lit-

tle town of about 600 inhabitants, located on the Dawson Branch of the El
Paso and Southwestern system in the
eastern part of Mora county, has since
its opening to the new comer and
homeseeker on January 1, 1907, shown
a wonderful development as to population and agricultural pursuits, about
800 homesteaders and desert entries
were filed on since that date and more
are coming In with every excursion, it Is
now the largest precinct in the county
as to size' and population- The town is coming to the front with
business houses,
modern and
in aplte of the money stringency; buildings are erected In all parts of the
town, yet there are a good many business opportunities and chances for any
kind of investment.
There are many tnousands of acres of

a Specialty.

Adobe-makin- g

Roy Land

and Live Stock

Co.

Dealer in

All

Kinds of Fresh and Cured Meats

Provisions of all Kinds

.

ixxxxxxxxx
We guarantee full weight and moderate prices.

V

toft

ÍHE SPÁNtSHAMERtCAN

SALE.

AND

ÉL HISPANO AMERICANO
A. S. BUSHKEVITZ,

E.

H.

Managing Editor,

Roy, New Mexico.
BIERNBAUM,
Asst.
Mora, New Mexico.

Editor.

Weekley Newspapers.
Published by The Mora County
lishing Co., Inc.

Pub-

Entered at Roy and Mora, N. M.,
for transmission through the
mails as second class matter.
six
One year $2.00;
Subscription:
months $1.00; it paid In advance $1.60
per year.
Headquarters and Office at Roy, Mora
Qounty. N. M. All communicltanos
are to be addressed to Alex. S. Bush-kevltSecretary, Roy, N. M.
Also publishers of the El Hispano Americano, at Mora, N. M. Official newspapers and printers oí the County of
Mora. The largest and best newspapers in Mora County and have the
largest circulation.
post-otlic-

es

z,

Notice to Advertisers.
Display ads 15c an Inch a week and
local liners one cent a word an Issue.
Mora CouutT PubllHlilng Co., Inc.,
Roy and Mora, New Mexico.
SATURDAY,

AUGUST

8, 1908.

ROY.
A prosperous and growing new town
In the eastern part of Mora county on

1,000 acres of alfalfa land, about
three miles from Moquiero, which can
be Irrigated from rich wells, at $12.50
J
per acre.
488 acres of black rich bottom land,
water very shallow, a good field for
an artesian plow, at $25 per acre, six
miles from Roy.
480 acre cattle ranch, about one and
f
miles from Roy, plenty of
water, fine shelter and enough farm
land to raise feed on for stock, price
$3,000, houses and fences.
160 acre farm and ranch, about one
miles west of Roy, plenty
and one-hal- f
of good water, price $1,000.
320 acre farm and ranch one mile
from, town, good Improvements and
fenced, fine spring and shallow waterf
price $4,000.
20 patented 160 acre claims, all the
way from five to fifteen miles from
town, at $500 to $1,500 per claim.
close to
12 choice relinquishments
town, all the way from $100 to $1,000.
Hotel furnished complete, two story
building and two corner lots, price
one-hal-

--

SPRINGER,

40,000 ACRES OF

$300,000

Capital

N. M.

Hartley, Resident Agent.

C. E.

IRRIGATED

LAND FOR SALE

Reservoirs & Ditches
will all be completed

tract recently
in the 50,000-acr1, 1908".
purchased of Captain French, adjoining Springer on the north and
west. Every foot of this land is of PERFECT WATER RIGHT INthe richest quality, capable of proCLUDED in EACIÍ SALE.
ducing every variety of crops
adapted to this climate.
NOW IS YOUR CllANCE TO

by March

e

This Land Will

.

GET A CHEAP HOME.

Be Sold on

Easy Terms

$1,500.
A bargain in four choice corner lots

with large dwelling house and the
the Dawson branch of the El Paso &
hotel
location for an
finest
miles
Southwestern railway, sixty-nin- e
town,
In
of
room,
the
heart
and
bar
north of Tucumcarl and forty-tw- o
price $1,500.
miles east of Springer. Stock raising
For further information and parImmigraand farming the Industries.
write or call on the Roy
ticulars
tion coming rapidly. Large quantities
Realty & Investment Company, Roy
of government land open for settleNew Mexico. The ol'dest and most rement. Population, 500. Altitude, 6,525
liable real estate firm in the town of
ieet.
Roy. The clients and business done
We give below a' list of the leading speak for themselves.
enterprises of JRoy:
Depot on the E. P.. & S. W.
i
'
'
Postoffice.
The Simple
,.r
'
Meat market.
k man is simple .Aen his chief caro
One general wholesale and retail Is the wish to be what he ought to
be; that is, honestiy and naturally
store.
human. We may compare existence
Tin shop.
to raw material. What It Is, matters
shop.
Barbar
less than what Is made of it; as the
Two hotels.
value of a work of art Ü03 in, the
Four saloons.
flowering of a workman's skill. True
Newspaper.'
life is possible in social conditions the
most diverse, and with natural gifts
Two lumber yards.
the most unequal. It Is not fortune,
Bank.
personal advantage, but our turnor
stores.
general
Two
ing them to account, that constitutes
Bakery.
the value of life. Fame adds ño more
' Blacksmith shop.
than does length of days; quality is
One United States commissioner.
the thing. Charles Wagner.
One United States Court commissioner.
Two surveyors.
Less of a Good Thing,
Formerly a telephone had stood on
Two lawyers.
the bracket in the corner. The brack- One real estate firm.
et had been made expressly for the
Two locators.
'phone. It had been so exceedingly
Justice of the peace.
convenient to call up her friends that
Eight notaries public.
the woman immediately noticed the
Live stock company.
change; for on the bracket in place
Two restaurants. .
of the telephone stood a statuette
that she didn't much care for. "What
One contractor and builder.
have you done with it?" she asked
Two doctors.
of them. "The company tried to colOne dentist.
lect the bill," they said. "I am soiry,"
Good opening for the the following
the woman sighed, Ldcause at that
branches of business;
moment she thought oi about a dozen
General wholesale and retail store.
16 whom she would nave liked to teleGrain, seed and feed store.
phone. "So are all our friends," said
Hardware and Implement store.
they pointedly.
Drug store.
Barber Bhop.
Magnifying Choir Leader's Voice.
Meat shop.
In the old village of Braybrook In
Blacksmith shop.
Northamptonshire, England, is a mon
Bakery and confectionary ,
ster trunoat, five six inches In length,
.
.
Grocery store.
and having a
end two feet
one inch in diameter. The trumpet la
Laundry.
made up of tea rings, which In turn
Building contractor.
are madti up of smaller parts. The
Planing mill.
use of this trumpet only four of the
Modern hotel.
kind are known to exist at the present
shop.
Tailor
day was to magnify the voice of the
leader in the choir and summon the
Thrives Deep in Water.
people to the church service. At the
greatest,
depth
which
at
known
The
any green plant grows In fresh water present time neither the choir nor
is reached by a moss called Thara-niu- the scinice is in need of this extraor-dinar- ,
"musical instrument," but the
lemani, which has been discovvicar
the church takes care of the
of
200
by
A.
Forel,
F.
Prof.
feet
ered
of anclont relic and is fond of showing it
below the surface of the Lake
to all visitor.
Geneva.
--

French Land & Irrigation Co.

Correspondence and Interviews
vited.

Mora County Publishing Co.
INCORPORATED

CAPITAL STOCK, $5,000.00
Trinidad Lucero, Vice Pres't
E. II. Biernbaum, Treasurer

F. A. Roy, President
A. S. Bushkevitz, Secretary
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(Spanish .Edition)

AMERICANO
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ONLY AND OFFICIAL

Edition)

PRINTÉRS OF MORA COUNTY

' "A. S. Bushkevitz, Managing' Editor."
E. H. Biernbáum, Assistant Editor.
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NEW MEXICO

ROY AND MORA

GO TO

- The Mint Saloon

-

F. H. FOSTER

&

SON, Props.

Pop the Best Wines Liquors & Cigars
The Best Imported and Domestic Llquors'and
Cigars. Courteous Attention
Given All Customers

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL PAID

,

IP

$30,000
'4

:.

V. ,!

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

' r

S. Floersheim, Vice President.
C. N. Blackwell, President.,
D. J. Devine, Cashier.
R. E. Alldredge.
M, M. Salazar. '
G.W.Gillespie..
,.
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A. 8. BUSHKEVITZ,
President and Secretary,
Roy, New Mexico.

V. S. BUSHKEVITZ,

Eastern Representative,
Lemont, III.

.

I

to
Land Locators and Surveyors
Homeseekers can obtain reliable information as to vacant lands, all surveys and
descriptions guaranteed to be correct or money refunded.
Daily and weekly reports are received of all the doings at the District land office
as to all classes of entries made and contests filed. :.y

Real Estate Bought and Sóld
CALL AND LIST YOUR PROPERTIES

REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS
AND LOANS
We are in position to give you the very best information
as to bargains on any kind of real estate or business that you may
want to buy or rent. Our listings are complete in all kinds of
choice properties. By dealing with us you deal with a reliable

Our president is also an official county surveyor of Mora
county, with an experience of twelve years in this county, which
is the only reliable and correct work protected by the laws of the
territory, besides guaranteed by himself.
He is also a United States Commissioner, before whom land
filings can be made, as well as final proofs and contests heard ;
and managing editor of the
Spanish-America-

firm.
.

n.

We buy and sell land, scrip, soldiers' additional homestead
rights, patented claims, etc.

COLLECTION

AND

in charge of Miss Jessie Crouse, assistant secretary. Patrons are invited to make it their headquarters while in
town. We have our own conveyances to haul people out to see the
lands.
Rates reasonable. Courteous treatment.
Our

office is

LAW BUREAU LAND

'

'.

MATTERS

A SPECIALTY

We can also serve you with a Complete
Abstract of Mora County.

ROY, MORA COUNTY,
BRANCH OFFICES

i

NEW MEXICO

269 Dearborn St.. Chicago,

111.1

Lemont,

111.

the duke of the Abruzzl, and therefore
brothers-in-laof the bride. There
are some cousins, too, the duke and
duchs3 of Genoa, tlio former a brother of the queen dowager, and their
children, the prince of Udine, the duke
of Pistoria, the duké of Bergam and
their sisters, who are still children,
and the counts and éountesses of

Hispano Americano

El

Periódico Senanal.
Publicado por la Compañía Publi
cista del Condado de Mora (Inc.).
A. S.

BUSHKEVITZ.

E. H. BIERNBAUM.

.
.

.Editor Principal
.Editor Asistente

HOW ROYALTY WOULD QHEQKMATE THE

PRECIO DE SUBSCRIPCION
Por ua año
$1.50
75
Por seis meses
50
Por cuatro meses
La subscripción deberá pagarse adelantada.
El Hispano Americano se envia a
todas las estafetas, y tiene una circu
lación grande y creciente entre la
gente Inteligente y progresista del
sudoeste.
Las leyes de los Estados Unidos requieren que cualquiera persona paga
rá por un periódico mientras continúe
tomándolo de la estafeta, aunque el
tiempo por el cual se suscribió haya
expirado.

ABRUZZI

--ELKim

r

i

Reglas de esta Redacción.
Comunicaciones se publicarán, pero
á la resposabilldad del que las mande.
Esta redacción se reserva todo- derecho de publicar comunicaciones.
Comunicaciones con lenguaje impro
pio se echarán al canasto del desper-

iiw,.iiimiiiMi'r

r--

ALLimt.

r

r
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1
V

Si los comunicados son muy exten
sos la redacción tomará lo más Im
portante para publiccacion.
En política este periódico será Republicano y defenderá sub principios.
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Queen Margherlta Is fonder of cereand
monials than her daughter-in-law- ,
Is still a power at the court, but she
also is a woman of exquisite tact, and
even if she opposes the match vigorously she is not the woman to put difficulties in the path of 'the new princess. More likely is she to take the
bride In her motherly arms and give
her loyally all the help she will need.
The duchess of Aosta may be more
reserved. In iact Bhe has it in ner
power to be very unpleasant If she
chooses. It Is said that she was a
thorn in the side of Queen Helena
when the latter caftie as a bride to
Italy. She Is a Bourbon princess,
proud of the blood. of Charlemagne
and of a hundred kings that flows In
her veins; she wna inclined to look
with scorn upon the "daughter of n
goatherd," as she called the queen,
and so she may be Inclined to look
superciliously upon the daughter of
an American. However, Helena managed to chasten her pride, and Miss
Elkins is the sort of girl to prove a
match even for the duchess of Aosta,
should the latter try to be disagreeable. If anything of this sort should
take place, Miss Elkins will have powerful aid from the king and queen, If
only to even up old Rcores, of which
there are many.
After the marriage the king will as
sign to the newlyweds as a residence
one of the many palaces that belong
to him. No royal house has so many
beautiful homes as that of Italy. This
is due largely to the fact that before
Italy was unified under King Victor
Emmanuel's grandfather It was a conglomeration of independent kingdoms,
duchies, states and principalities, each
of which had Its palace, and most of
these came Into the possession of the
crown. At present tne cuino or mo
Abruzzl lives in one of the palaces at
Turin, but this may be changed after
the wedding.

When the scion of a royal family of friends are as unassuming and simple
Europe sets his bark adrift on the sea In their tastes as the most democratic
of love and seeks to win as a precious American girl could' wish.
Of all the women at the Italian court
cargo one of America's fair daughters,
DIRECTORIO OFICIAL.
he has begun a voyage which is not the young queen Is the most likely to
all smooth sailing. He Is sure to en-- , become frankly and unaffectedly her
Territorial.
counter shoals of difficulty and hidden friend. For Helena of Montenegro
W. H. Andrews Delegado en el rocks of opposition which are intend- will sympathize with her In her diffCongreso.
ed to terminate his voyage and rescue iculties, having occupied a similar poGeorge Curry Gobernador.
him from an alliance which at best- Is sition herself when, she came as a
Nathan Jaffa Secretarlo.
not considered just the proper thing bride to Rome. Queen Helena is a
Wm. J. Mills Juez Superior.
according to the code which Is sup daughter of the prinee of Montenegro,
C. W. G. Ward Procurador.
stock an independent sovereign, it is true,
posed to govern the
Secundino Romero Escribano de la of the kingly line. It Is a bold thing but little more than the chieftain of a
Corte.
Her home,
for a member of the Inner circle of wild mountain tribe.
Condado de Mora.
the royal family of any country of Eu- though dignified by the name of pal
Malaauias Martínez Miembro del rope to lose his heart to one below his ace, was merely a big, rambling cot
Consejo.
station in life, and it is a still bolder tage, and the life of her girlhood was
E. H. Biernbaum Representante.
thing for him to persist In his attach passed In almost Spartan simplicity.
E. E. Studley Representante.
ment and to strive to overcome all op- She had no dowry but her beauty, and
José Vibian Fresquez Juez de Prue position and at last win his bride.
she would have been dependent for pin
of the Abruzzl some months money upon the generosity of her
The
duko
de Con'
Juan NavarrbVE8crlbano
ago embarked on the romantic voyage husband had not the czar of Russia
'..
dado.
which involves the daughter of a given her personally a wedding pres
Alguacil
Mayor.
Juan B. Martinez
Charles U. Strong Tesorero y Col- - prominent American statesman, and It ent of several hundred thousand dol
remains to be seen whether he is go- lars. She had spent much time in St
lector.
ing to be able to sail his bark over Petersburg as a guest of her sisters,
Albino Martinez Asesor.
Ricardo Martínez Superintendente
the shoals and to avoid the rocks Mititza, wife of Grand Duke Peter
de Escuelas.
which would puncture his craft of and Stana, duchess of Leuchtenberg,
Alex. S. Bushkevltz Agrimensor.
love and send it to the bottom, for so when she went to Rome the splen
Juan de Mata Mares, Damaclo
the royal family of Italy, headed dors of court life were no new thing
that
George V. Santistevan Comis
by the king himself, is carrying out a to her. But she "has always retained
ionados de condado.
carefully arranged plan to break off the simple tastes of her girlhood and
Precintos del Condado.
the projected match with Miss Kather-in- e she has had strength of mind enough
to defy many royal traditions. Such,
Elkins is an open secret.
Mora Roberto Romero, J. P.; Juan
Anto Gulterraz, S. A.
The plan, it Is said, is based on the for Instance, was the case when she
Cleveland Epifanlo Espinosa, J. P
idea that the duke lá fickle in charac Insisted upon nursing her own son,
Jacobo Pando, S. A.
ter, and the king believes that if the the baby prince of Piedmont.
Guadalupita José de Jesús Torres, lover is kept from Beeing Miss Elkins
Queen Helena has a peculiar facul
J. P.; Plácido Jaramillo, S. A.
for a considerable time, and encoun ty of making herself beloved, having
Cherry Valley M. S.Wasson, J. P. ters no open opposition to arouse that that rarest of qualities, the perfect
Gonzales, J. determination and obstinacy which in tact which is born of an honest deLn. Cueva Donaciano
the past has helped him scale moun sire to ,make other people happy and
P.; Luis Manzanares, S. A.
Sun José Manuel García, J. P.J tains and cover unknown lands, there comfortable. So it is that Queen Helwill be no American marriage to re ena, of all the women of Italy, Is most
José Trinidad Martinez, S. A.
P.
J.
Jager,
in the annals of the house of likely to welcome the American princord
F.
Golondrinas Ed
cess with a kiss that is not only cous
Savoy.
AiMlnndro Mares. J. P.; Jul
rnat
Inly
but genuinely friendly, and to do
of
count
the
king
and
But
if
the
ian Duran, S. A.
her best to make the newcomer feel
brother,
duke's
the
and
Turin,
the
P.;
J.
Salazar,
Francisco
Hniman
duke of Aosta, and the queen mother thoroughly at home and a member of
Pedro Lucero, S. A.
Margherlta,
are leagued In a concerted the family.
P.
Vigil,
J.
Benito
Mound
Waeon
After the queen, the king is most
least one friend, it is
at
opposition,
tn F.nrflmftcion Garcia. J. P.
n,i wuvu
is likely to prove a sincere friend. He Is
to
duke,
and
it
the
thought,
remains
P.;
J.
m Llano Delflno Pacheco,
no other than Queen Helena herself, a thoroughly good fellow and loves his
Francisco Lopez, S. A.
so that this interesting game of love home life better than anything else.
Por
P.;
Chacon Juan P. Ortega, J.
may be played to a successful con- When they are in the Quirlnal palace
firio Pacheco, S. A.
clusion and the duke at last come in a at Rome, he and his wife and babies
P.;
Trujlllo,
J.
Afcneln Benieno
winner. If he does and he takes Miss desert the state apartments and occuJosé U. Garcia, S. A.
as his bride to Italy, she will py a private suite which is as comElkins
Clo
P.;
Cármen Jacobo Lobato, J.
a member of that court which fortable and no more stately than the
become
dóves Vigil. S. A.
onte the most democratic and home in Washington which Miss
is
at
Corrlllera Epifanlo Martinez, J. A.; the most aristocratic in Europe. She Elkins will be leaving.
Juan C. Blea, S. A.
The other members of the family In
will be' one of the ancient house of
Turqulllo Marino Gonzales, J. P., Savoy, than which none in Europe is the order of their Importance as affectCesarlo Gallegos, s. a.
older and few wealthier. She will have ing the bride's position and bearing
Gascon José H. Martinez, J. P. to adapt herself to thousand-year-olupon her happiness are the queen
A.
S.
Aniceto C. Archuleta,
Margherlta, mother of the
dowager,
thread
to
how
to
learn
and
traditions
Roy Guadalupe Garcia, J. P.; Wm,
nobility, but king; the duchess of Aosta, sister of
Italian
of
mazes
the
all
A. Brummage, s. a.
J,
she will find her new relatives people the duke of Orleans; the dukes of
Watrous Francisco Gonzales,
and their Aosta, Turin and Saleml, brothers of
who among themselves
-

blue-bloode- d
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THE NEW DIRECTOIRE GOWN.
In Paris you will see some thl.igs
That you'll not find In other towns,
For In that place where fashion springs
They wear the gay dlrectolre gowns.

In manners, and in ways polite

French have us beaten near to death;
They think they know In dress what's
right,
Yet almost take away our breath
New corsetlejss and "Sylphlde" gorns,
They say, will give the greatest health;
where French style
Tet somehow
abounds
It's mostly spoiled by tainted wealth.
To anyone with common sense
It seems as though they simply try
To skirt the edge of decency,
If not pray tell the reason why.

It

cost far less In Adam's day
To dress In leaves that Nature gave,
But now the French exact large pay
Fot things that Eve would hardl
crave.
Let us to Puritanic style
In dress and manners be more true-W- hy
ape some freaks who half the while
Drink champagne till they're In a stew?
Or else return with one fell swoop
To Eden's style of airy grace.
Cut out the dlrectolre knee loop-wear a veil across the face.
Robert R. Carrell, In Chicago Journal
Hut

Best Work at Fifty.
e
In the Industrial world it has
accepted that a man Í3 too old
at 40, and the London county council
works department decided last year
not to engage men above 35. How is
it in the Intellectual world? Despite
all the evidences of precocity, Mr. Dor-lan-d
arrives at a conclusion which
gives an average of 50 for the master
work of great men. T. P.'s Weekly.
Wasted.
A largo amount of sympathy is bestowed upon people who can see no
reason why they should be sympathized with,.

Dress

PICKERING

P. J.

Contractor and Plasterer

üp-ío-Da- te.

DOES ALL KINDS OF FANCY
PLASTERING

MUCH FANCY WORK
ELABORATE
.

TRIMMING

PREVAILING

jyj
MODE

THE

Possible, However, to Be in Style at
Comparatively Little Expense
If One Is Clever with
the Needle.
The prevailing fabrics and modes
for fancy blouses and frocks, for aftef-nooand evening wear require such
marvelous hemstltchery that the woman of average purse cannof afford to
employ an
dressmaker for
their manufacture.
But If she knows how to handle that
first aid to the home sewer, a reliable
n

able than a stately brocade or satin
which will stand alone. In fact, the
very filmy, clinging fabric which
seems practically without body, overlaid with finé stitchery In which not a
line of machine work is shown, i the
correct thing for present day needs.
There is much talk about simple effects In 1908 frocks, but the simplicity
Is hard to find.' To be sure, the lines
themselves are simple enough.
Skirts to all Intents are plain, often
absolutely devoid of trimming, but the
blouses and wraps make up for the severity of the skirts. Neither Is there
any simplicity to be noted in the trimmings used, which are trimmings upon
trimmings, embroidery upon lace, or
even lace upon lace.
One of the needle work fads which
gives most pleasing effects is that of
touching up laces with a bit of delicately tinted hand embroidery. An Inexpensive Imitation cluny or filet lace
can be made charming by embroidering over part of the pattern In color
or doing a stamped pattern upon the
lace.

'

AND DECORATING, CISTERNS,

FOUNDATIONS

I live
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FLUE BUILDING.

mile northwest of Roy

For information call at J. W. Tyler s store
ALL FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED
patrons speak for my workmanship.

My
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Hours can be spent In simply
tucks, smocking or
fina nets, chiffon, marquisette and
similar soft materials for house frocks.
Nothing so certainly stamps a frock as
cheap like machine stitchery on a soft,
chlnglng fabric.
sewing
Another feature of
is the application of lace medallions,
or the combination of embroidered
medallions with lace Insertions.
Done by machine this always has a
factory look, even If made at home.
Almost invariably the stitchery will
draw and prevent the perfect adjustments, .of skirt or bertha or, ( sleeve.
. JTbs blouse displayed In our illustration suggests an excellent iise of short
lengths in lace or embroidery. In the
model a very soft messallne in silvery-gray
was used, the tucks below
the shaped yoke being run by hand.
The yoke was made from strips ol
novelty lace, in cluny design, with the
flowers worked over in stiver grays,
blues and green, joined by German
It will be noted that
val insertion.
the insertion employed in the yoke
runs down the upper portions of the
sleeves, a very good effect.
hand-runnin- g
g
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pattern, she can enhance the simplest
design by such exquisite stitchery as
to rivcl the work of an; expert, foreign
"or ' domestic.
The modern sartorial
'r'trlumnh ia a matter of Infinita nalna
.'

travágance In fabric.
;An Inexpensive batiste or chiffon or
silk net, correctly made, is more desir

-

cupone onion, 'four cloves,
ful pearl tapioca, salt and pepper to
Pointers Picked Up by the Exercise taste. This mixture was covered with
cold water and baked four or five
of Observation.
hours In the oven, closely covered all
There is something to be learned in the time. It Is a whole meal In itself,
every house we enter, some valuable and quite good enough for a company
bit of information to be gleaned from dish. Exchange. ...
nearly everybody we meet. At a musiMODEL OF BLACK STRAW.
cal one day I was served with ice
cream which was entirely new to me,
and later I learned that it was the
sauce which gave the touch of originality, as the cream was the old
Home-madprestandby, vanilla.
serves, blueberries, were poured over
the cream, giving an air of unfamiliar.-tto the stuff and imparting a delicious flavor. I have used the hint
to good advantage, substituting raspberries, strawberries, pineapple, iblack-berrie- s
and peaches preserved and
fresh for the blueberries, and on one
occasion using maple sirup with
chopped nuj: meats.
At another house I was introduced
to a milk sherbet, called "One, two,
three" sherbet by the hostess because
It was easier to remember by numerals.
One quart of milk, two cups of sugar
and the juice of three lemons were
poured into the freezer and came out a
delicious dessert, despite the tendency
to ourdle. The freezing smoothed the
The hat here pictured is a stunning
mixture.
The best stew I ever ate was called affair of black straw, rather large and
"Dutch," and baked in a bean pot. It his the brim on the left side caught up
was made of two pounds of chuck with a huge bunch of cerise paradlue
.gtsak, cut in iqunres, one can of pea, aigrettes and across the front is arcupful of noft bread crumbs, ranged a quartette of gardenias in this
pnfyhfllf can of tomatoes, one carrot, same splendid, shfttje,

THREE IDEAS OF VALUE.
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
Frank A. Roy, President.
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Dr. F. B. Evans, Vice President.

William C. Roy, Cashier.
W.

F. Buchanan and Ignacio Maestas.

We do general banking business.

Our business methods are
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General BlacKsmiths
WOOD WORK A SPECIALTY.
ALU WORK DONE PROMPTLY.

WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.

Santiago, In their last desperate effort
to escape destruction, the Gloucester
was there. Then out came the Spknish destroyers, Pluton and Furor, and,
's
like a hound on the right scent.
Bhip was after them.
Later, Commander Wainwright re
ceived the surrender of Cervera, and
his treatment of the vanquished Spanish Admiral was so generous and tactful that to this day Cervera numbers.
Wainwright among his good friends.
Cervera said Wainwright's handling
of the Gloucester, was one of.-- the
pluckiest sights he had ever witnessed.
After the war It was necessary to
appoint a new superintendent of the
Naval academy, and the position fell
to Wainwright.
Not so long ago there was an order
Issued that removed from the decks of
the battleships of the American navy
about 50 per cent, of their lifeboats,
brought about by a suggestion credited
Once upon a :time
to Wainwright.
Wainwright is said to have remarked
that In case of trouble he would throw
all of his lifesaving apparatus over
board, for, as he put it, it is foolish to
try to make fighting a safe business.
-

PROMINENT PEOPLE

Wain-Wright-

ACTING

WRIGHT
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PROHIBITION

REAR

CANDIDATE

Eugene V. Chafin, who has just been nominated by the Prohibitionists for president of
the United States, Is an attorney of Chicago.
He was not a candidate for the nomination at
the Columbus convention, for he had already
been named by the Prohibitionists of Illinois
as their candidate for governor. Under the circumstances, he will have to resign the latter
nomination and let another be named in his
place.
Before going to Chicago seven years ago he
was a resident of Wisconsin, and was counted
one of the leaders of the "dry" party In that
state. In two different campaigns he was the
candidate for attorney general in the Beaver
state, and in 1898 he headed the state ticket
there.
The candidate is not tied to the Prohibition party in his zeal for the elimination of the liquor evil. He has been aligned with practically every movement that has for its object the wiping out of the saloon. He was the state
president of the Wisconsin Epworth league for two years,' and for four terms
was grand chief templar of the Order of Good Templars, an organization which
was quite strong throughout the country a score of years ago and still wields
considerable Influence in some quarters.
He Is 56 years old and worked on a farm to pay his way through college
while studying law. For 25 years he practiced his profession, when he waa
not working for teirperar.ee, in Waukesha, Wis. He is a ready speaker, and
an orator of some ability. In fact, it was a speech that he made in the Columbus convention which carried that impressionable body off its feet and resulted In his nomination over men who had been avowed candidates for
months and who had made a campaign to land the place.

ADMIRAL
A

WAIN-

-

FIGHTER.

Commander of Second Division of Pa
cific Fleet Comes of Good Stock
Played Important Part In War
with Spain.

Washington. The second division
the first squadron of the Pacific
fleet now on its journey around the
world, is commanded by Acting Rear
Admiral Richard Wainwright, and consists of the flagship Georgia and her
sister ships, the Nebraska, New Jersey and Rhode Island.
With the exception of Admirals
Dewey and Evans, no officer in the
navy is better known than Wain
wright, and there are few who have so
fine a record of real achievements to
point to. Wainwright, who is the son
of the captain of the HartfortP-Farra-gut- 's
flagship was executive officer of
the Maine when she was blown up in CACTUS LEATHER NEW PRODUCT.
of

WILL GATHER THE COIN
George R. Sheldon, newly named treasurer
of the Republican national committee, is very
little known to the public generally, although in New York his is a name to
with, particularly in business and financial
affairs. There was a time when he was a candidate for the Republican nomination for lieutenant-governor
of the Empire state, on the
ticket with former Governor and former Boss
B. B. Odell.
When it came time for the convention at Saratoga, however, and it looked as
though Sheldon had delegates enough on his
UAL ADMXAL WAlNMWffl
list to make him a factor in the convention,
Odell balked.
"Not with his trust connections," declared
Havana harbor. It was Wainwright,
the boss. "He'll swamp the ticket."
also, to whom Cervera surrendered at
So the nomination went elsewhere. Sheldon
Santiago. He was the commanding of
never kicked, but went back to his world of business.
ficer of the converted yacht Gloucester,
would
great
corporations
it
What Sheldon does not know about trusts and
which did such execution in the battle
be little use for a tyro to stady. He Is actively connected with 22 different of Santiago.
In
another
iarge
interests
Important corporations, located In nine states, with
Wainwright conies of good naval
score of states.
His father, Commander Richard
stock.
Sheldon was born In Brooklyn 51 years ago and was educated at
Wainwright, who was commanding of
ficer of the Hartford, died on board
the vessel in the battle of New Or
leans. His son was at that time a lad
of 13. Just before the close of the
war young Wainwright got an appoint
Gov. Walter F. Frear of Hawaii stepped Into ment to the Naval academy, and four
the limelight in connection with (he visit to years later, in 1868, was graduated.
Honolulu by the battleship fleet. The people He was promoted in regular order, but
of Honolulu and other cities of the islands broke It was not until February, 1898, that
the public generally woke up to the
all records in the welcome extended to tba fleet
fact that there was another Wain
the
to
money
make
was
spared
nor time
and no
occasion a notable as well as a pleasant one. wright In the navy. That was when
As the governor of the territory and chief rep- the Maine was blown up. A few months later, when it was
resentative of Uncle Sam in his jurisdiction,
Gov. Frear was naturally put in charge of all seen that war was inevitable, Wain
wright lost no time in letting it be
arrangements for the event.
If it were not for such little things as this, known that he wanted no shore duty
the average newspaper reader would be likely He was then a lieutenant commander
to forget that there was such a place as Hawaii and, of course, could not aspire to the
on earth, or that it is a regular territory of the command of a battleship or cruiser, so
United States with its own territorial govern when offered the command of the Glou
ment and organization. The Hawaiian islands cester, formerly J. P. Morgan's yacht
o,o frm fc.pifltiri. and the revolution which carried the govern the Corsair, he accepted it gladly. It
of is Said that when the navy depart
ment. all the way from monarchy to republic and rthen to annexation are
w,ru
me
ment designated Wainwright to com
ui
in
oniy
that
date
such comparatively recent
maud the Gloucester somebody in the
tions do wo recollect more than the name of the islands.
life
entire
nearly
spent
his
depart ment suggested that the gunhas
birth,
American
of
Gov. Frear, 'although
in Hawaii. Born in California 45 years ago, no grnnnaten irom wanu couege, boat be armored..
"Don't worry about tlio armor; give
Honolulu, and Yale. After graduating in law, no was marte u circuit, judge
for Hawaii in 1893, and a few months later he was advanced to the supreme me good men and good guns." Wainrrmrt of the islands, then under the provisional government, lie was mane a wright is said to have replied. The
supreme court Justice 'of the republic when it was organized under President guns were soon Installed, and the
Sanford B. Dole, and was offered the position of minister of foreign affairs morning of the battle of Santiago the
nnrl mihlic Instruction in 1S0D. but declined tlin cpange to tne caoinei. prorer little Gloucester was waiting to parHnir'tn rstnln his nlace upon the supreme bench. I' was made chief JupHce, ticipate In th "glory enough for all"
Whn tlm Spanish tthlps on
and held that placo until the annexation of JlaiMilt M8 carried out, Bluer flKht,
Uikl July mvrutng cams racing out ot
1907 hi ba been territorial governor.
con-lur-

GOVERNOR OF HAWAII
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Giant Saguaro from Mexico Adapted
to New Use.
New York. The recent discovery of
a new product, called cactus leather,

was an accident, like a great many

other useful discoveries.

There are almost a thousand species

of cacti, a large number of which forest the deserts of Arizona and some
of the states, and extend far into Mex
ico.

The saguaro cactus, or Cereus gi- ganteus, the largest growth of all,
which towers sometimes to a height of
5 feet or more, heretofore has never
been utilized for any purpose, except
that the fruit is sometimes eaten by
the Indians.
in Mexico the maguey plant Is
largely used in the manufacture of
pulque, mescal, tequila and agua miel,
and the fiber for rope and matting.
From the pulp of the leaves paper is
made.
Tuna, the fruit of the opuntia, is rel,,'
ished by many.
The ocotillo has served usefully. In
the construction of houses, or shacks,
and fences for the Mexicans and Indians.
From the niggerhead cactus echlno-cactu- s
wislizenli cactus candy is
made by softening the fiber by boiling
and filling the pores with sugar. , ,
Other species of cacti have limited
uses.
In Tucson one day, while handling
a piece of the echinocactus wislizenli,
the writer noticed, after the moisture
was pressed from the fiber, the great
strength and pliability it possessed.
When dry, however, it became brittle
and chalklike. Experiments, In an effort to obtain strength and pliability
in the fiber when, dry, led to success
after about a year of careful work.
It was discovered that the giant saguaro was particularly adapted to the
manufacture of cactus leather products.
The heart of the saguaro Is peculiarly formed, being a series of rods or
poles set in a circle, extending- - from
top to bottom of the cactus, and into
the earth in the form of roots. This
heart of the cactus also proved of
great value in the manufacture, of
many fancy articles, such as baskets,
caneholders, boxes, picture frames,
veneers and for numerous other purposes too varied to mention.
When used in this way sufficient of
the fiber is left adhering to the rods
to bind them together in the form desired. After tanning and drying this
fiber makes a tough, leathery joint,
which binds the sticks together in tho
most, secure manner.
Iron Cloth.
Iron cloth is made from steel, and
has the appearance of horsehair cloth,
it la largely used by tailors as a material for stiffening (he shoulders ap'J
collar oí coats,

i

NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sylviano Roybal, Edward Austin,
Department of the Interior,
,
Eliseo Austin,. Zaceadas
United States Land Office,
all of Gould, New Mexico.
Clayton N. M. July 7, 1008.
.
Notice is hereby given that Joe
Edward W. Fox,
Brown, of Roy, N. M., who, on
Register.
August 24, 1903, made homestead
NOTICE foi Pt fcl.iCATION
entry No. 4950, (Serial No. 070)
Department
of the Interior,
for SE
SW
sec! ion 14, NE
United states Land Office,
i
Clayton, N. M. July 7, 1908..
23, township 17 n, range 25 e, N.
Notice
is hereby' given that
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
D. Kinney, of Roy, N. M.
Warren
of iatontion to make final five
who, on August 20, 1907, made
year proof, to establish claim to homestead
the land above described, before rial No. 072)entry No: 19349, (Sefor NW
section
A. S. Bushkevitz, U. S. Commis19, township 21 n, range 27 e, N.
sioner, at his office in' Roy, N. M. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice
on the 24th day of August, 1908.
of intention to make final comihu-tatioClaimant names as witnesses:
Louis Lujan, Jose Ma Gallegos, the proof, to establish claim to
land above described, before
Dolores Maestas, Hilario Lujan,
Alex. S. Bushkevitz. U. S. Com
all of Sanchez, N. M.
missioner, at his office in Roy, N.
'
Edward W. Pox.
M., on the 20th day of Aug. 1908.
Register.
Claimant, names as witnesses:
Mrs. L. B. Woods, L. A. Brown,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
blielby (iross, Fred Ogden, all of
Department of Interior,
.

Mon-toya-
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U.S-Lan-

Office,

d

Clayton N. M. July 7, 1908
Notice is hereby given that
Jose Urbano Baca, of Albert, N.
M., who, on December 30, 190!,

Roy, N. M-

.Edward W. Fox.

NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States LahdTMce,

Clayton N. M.

Department of tho Interior,
U. S. LandOffiice.
Clayton, N,M-June- .
10th, 1908.
"
Notice is,,hei:eby 4iiven. that
John
of Roy. N. M.,'who,
on ,May 2ith, 190 1, made' homestead' entry, No. 18032, forMhVs
7, 8, 9 and 10, section 5, township
20 n,' range 20 e, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final .commutation proof,
to establish claim to the land
above described, before 'U. S.
Commissioner, A. S. Bushkevitz,
at his office in Roy, N. M., on the '
4th day of August, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
'

1,908,,:.

j

BZ-Tait-,

1-- 4
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1-- 2
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1
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''Noljiee is hereby fiven thut Mattie
H. McOuire, of Abbott,- N. M., who,'
on March 11th, liKt.'J, made wm stead
Application No. 7440, for El-- NE
Section 32, and S 2 NW
Section
.'W, Township 2.') N, Ranre 245,
M.
P. Merldiao, has 'tiled notice oMnten-tio- n
to make Final iive.vear nrdof. lo
establish claim ; ta the Jaud 'jibove
described, before A. S. liushkevitz, at
noy, Aew jiexico, cm the 1st" day 6f
Aujrust, li)08.
r
Claimant names as witnesses: Wal---- :
JaceH. McGuire, Mrs. S. J. McOuire
Sam Melvin, of Vart'Hoirirhteu.
Chas. Graham, Of Ablu'tiiN. Ml '
Manuel R. Ottro,
- , Register.

Jul28th,-"1MS-

Notice is hereby given that
George' Kemple, of Solano, N. M.
whoon February 25, 1907, made
homestead entry
No. 15528
for SW.
section 21, township
19 N., range '28 E.. N. M. Meri
dian, has fik'iknoti'é of .intention
to make final Commutation proof,
to establish claim to the land a- bbve described, liofi.vo
Bushkevitz, U. S. Commissioner,,
at'his office in Roy,' N. M. on the.
7th day of September 1908,
Claimant names as witnesses;
F. M. Hughes, J. L. Nicolay', Joe

NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Clayton, N. M. July 7, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that
Melvin E. Morse, of Roy, N. M,.
who on February 19, 1907. made
homestead entry No. l.)23, (serial no. ()7o), for NE
section",
township. 20, range 20E,'N. M.'P.
meridian," has filed notice' of intention to make final commuta-tatioproof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before
N'. M.
V. II. Willcox, U.S. Court Com- Fry, L. B. Fry. all of Solano,
W. Fox.
Edward
missioner, at his office in Roy, N,
fyl
Register. ,
M. on the 24th day of August,
'

made homestead entry No. 3443,
(Serial No. 075) for S
NW
NE
and S
section 32,
township 20 n, range "28 e, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before W.
H. Willcox, U. S. Court Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N. M.
on the 25th day of August, 1903.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Esau Maestas, of Gould, N.
M.;'- Noe Lucero,. Jose Leandro
Martinez, of. Roy, N. M.; Doroteo
Garcia, of Albert, N. M.
NOTICE fur.PUBLICATIONl.'
1908.
Edward W. Pox,
Department .of the Interior-- ;
.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
United States Land Ofiiice,
John Schneider,' Rudolph C.
Grunig, Toribio Lucero, Mary J. Clayton, N. M. July ,28th, 1908.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice' is hereby, .given that
Phelps, all of Roy, N. M.
Department of the Interior,
Virginia Leal, of Roy, N. M., who
W. Fox.j
Eward
U. S. Land Office at Clayton.N.M.
on Alisrust, 3. 1003. mnnp linmo.
"Register.
July 7, 1908.
stead entry (0110) No., 4837, for
Notice is hereby given that
NOTICE for PUBLICATION '
.V. NE. section 24, S.
Jose Francisco Garcia for heir.
Department of the Interior,
SE.
section 13, township 19 N.
of Francisco G. Combs, deceased
United states Land Office,
rango 23 E and SW.
SW.
of Roy, N. M., who, on July 7,
Clayton, N. M. July 7, 1908,
section 18, township 19 N, range
1903, m ule homestead entry No.
Notice is hereby given that
ü Gabriel Barros, of Roy, N. M. 27 E., N. M. Meridian, has filed
4735, (Serial No. 074). 'for S
notice of intention to ra:ke final
W
and S
SE
section who. on December 11 1900. made Ave year proof, to establish claim
22, township 19 ñ, range 27 e. N. homestead entry No. 13570, (seri
to the land above described, ' deM.
has filed notice al no.Olity for S
SE
section scribed, before A. & Bushkevitz,
f intention to make final five year 15. S
SW
section 14. town U. S. Commissioner,- at his office
proof, to establish claim to the ship," 20 N, range" '20 E. N. M. P. in Roy, N. M. on the 7th day of
lind above.described, before Ra- mericiian, has tiled notice of in September 1908.
fael Aguilar, U. S. Court Com: tention to make fir.il commutation
Claimmt names' a's'VItnes'ses;
mis.'iioner, at his office in Wagon proof, to establish' claim to the Irenio Martinez,
Jse"Bascilio
Mound, N. M., on the 21th day of land above ecsenbed,
befove Garcia,- Antonio Mascaran'aes)
1908.
August,
Alex. S. Bushkevitz, U.43. Com- Jose Garoia all of Solano, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses: missioner, ut his offi ,'e in Roy, N.
Edward W. Fox.
Irenio Martinez, Nazario Flores, M. on the 25th day af August 1908.
Register;'
Daniel Romero, Antonio Mascar-enass- ,
Claimant names as witnesses:
NOTICE for PUBLICATION..
all of Roy, N. M.
Juan Casados. Neo Baros. Wil- Department of the Interior,
Edward V. Pox,
lián A. Brumm igé, Alcario Gri
United States Lund Office,
Register. . ego ail of R )y, N. M.
Clayton,
N.M. June loth, 19Ó8.
Edward W. Fox.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice
is herebviriven that PeTi.
Rcirister.
Department of the Interior,
jamin F. Cor'rell; of Roy, N. M.,
Notioe for Publioation.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton.N.M.'
wno, on February ,), 190, made
of ttie Interior,
Department
lioin'CsteaoT'-pntry7.
1908.
uulv
No 15404, for
Notice is hereby given that, U. S. Land Oj'iea'at Santa Fe, N. M., NET-4- ; seclion 9, township 19 n,
l.Oi,,l!IOi.
Augustin Garcia-- of Gould, N. M. Notice is hereby fjivenJune
that Euujrson range 23 e, N. M. P. Meridian,
t
i HA.l
who, on lviarcn t, iiva, maciOi P. McUuhv, of ALlioit, N. M.,,who, has 'filed notice of intention,. to
homestead entry No. 4119, (Seri d on March 12th, r.Hl.i, made HomAtead make Final commutation proof, tw
No.
for W
SE
NW1-1- ,
No. 073) for SH1-SW. Application
establish claim to the land above
NE
and S
Section .'i.t,
NE1-4,,NSW
and!
,
described, before U. S. Court
2.J N, Uanj-Me-N.
2i
M. P.
NW1-town-- ! ridian.. has hied not ira Of intention to Commissioner, W. 'II' Willcox, at
SE
section
ship 19 n, idne 2 ) e, N. M. P.I make Final iiv j year proof, to estab- his office in Rc, N. lh,;qn the
the land above described,
Meridian, lias filed notice cf in-- ! lish clai'.h to
190-before A. S. Hushkevilz, at Hoy, N. 5th day of August,
to
make final five year M., on the 1st day
tention
Claimant names as witnesses:
I'.HW.
proof, to establish claim to the Claimant names as witnesses:
Iíirvey S. Beadles, Rudolph C.
MeGahv, Mrs. S. J. MeGuiiv, Grunig, Filetus II; Foster, WilHud above described, before W.
Van Ho'.il!ten, N. m. ;
II. Willcox, U. S. Court Commis- Sam Melvin, of of
liam L. Brown, all of .Roy, N. M.
Chas. Graham,
Abbott. N. M.
N,
office
Roy,
at
his
M.
in
sioner,
Edward W. Fox.'
Mannel It. Otero,
on the 21th day of August, 1908.
Register.
Register.
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Clayton, N. M. July 7, 1908.
NOtice. is hereby given '.that
Mary J. Phelps. ' of Roy, N. M.
who on February. 19, 1907, made

.
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2

1-- 2
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1908..

1--

Claimant names as witnesses;
John Schneider, Melvin E.Mb'rse,'
Jacob Floershoim, Charles D.
Scroggins all of Roy, N. M.
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
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Yv'al-laca-

desert-lau-
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on-'th-

2

Towu-shi-

E

made- -

4

1

4

11, 1904,

entry ,No. 173, (.serial no; 071) for'
NE
SE
section 23, Lot 5,
W
NW
section 24, trwn-shi17 N range 25 E., N. M'. P.
has filed notice of inten.ioii to
make final commutation proof to
establish claim to the land'ab'c ve
described, before A. S. Bushkevitz, U.S. Commissioner, at his
office in Roy, N. M.,
24th'
day of August 1908.
Claimant names as-- witnesses:
Louis Lujan, Jostí Ma Gálleles,
D lores ;Macstas, Hilario Lujan,
2

,;

C

.

Clayton, N. M. July 7, 1908.
Notice is hereby given tha-- Joe
Brown, of Roy, N. M., who', on

,

.

1

;

NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States LandOffiice,

.

1

4

n

2

4

4

"

homestead entry No. 15275, (serial no. 038) for E
secSE
SW'1-tion 7; W
sectu'n 8,
tow;r;hip 20 N, range 20E., N. M.
P. meridian, has tiled notice cf
Intentions to make finía! coiumu-tatiopbiof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before
W. II. Willcox, U. S. Couut Commissioner, at his office in Roy, N.
M., on. the 25tli day of August

.

4

"

.

.

'

4

.

NOTICE jFOR PUBLICATION

Departuamt of the Interior.
.... .' ,'U. S. Land Office,

--

.

'

Notice is hereby given that
La Sarita Lujan of Roy, N. M.,
who, on September1 24, l()0:, made
homestead entry (SeriafÑo 0418)
No. 5050, for S
NW
and
S
NE
section 15 township
21 N., range 25 E., N. M. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land
II. Wilcox, U'
S. Court Commissioner, at his
office in Roy, N. M. on the 7th
day of September, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Paulito Armijo, Raphel Lujan, JohnSchneider, Clrfrence Browijrf
Igancio Maestas, Juan L. Maes- Ruben Eastwold, Martin East-wolall of Roy, N. M. '
tas all of Roy, N. M'.
Edward W.;Fox.
Edward W. Fox.
'
, ."' Register.
Register.
Notice íor Publication.'
NOTICE j!or PUBLICATION. '
Department
of the Interioijj- - t
Department of the Interior,
Ü. S. Land Otlieq.at Santa Fe, N.
M.,
United States Land Offiioe,
June LJthi 1!M)8.
N. M.

Register.

July 28th,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

,

-

11

N. M.

of'S-alkhcz-

'Edward
7-- 4

1-

-8-1

Some
ful to

'

juu.il;--

.

5

niatrrii--

-

W.-Fcif- .

Register.

lticli ai'e even grate-

le tv'cn trta'.ed lité r reof
' '
'
'
'
.'

'
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THE

PICNIC

REALLY

THE STAR FEATURE OF

Just Suppose.
THE INTERSTATE FAIR.
"Just suppose," said BrotLer Dickey,"
"heaven wuz one big watermelon Rapid Progress Being Made in Preparp.'itch, an' It wuz de Fo'th er July de
ation for the Opening.
year roun!"
Practically every building is com"Go long, man," said Brother Wilpleted,
and by August 20th everything
liams, "you. almos' makes me want
will be in readiness at Overland Park,
ter go dar!" Atlanta Constitution.
Denver, for the first annual Colorado
Interstate Fair and Exposition to be
important to Mothers.
Examine carefully every bottle ol held September
CASTORIA a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years,
The Kind You Have Always Bought

LUNCH

DAY'S OUTING.

Proper Arrangement and Packing of
Food Necessary If One Would
Have the Fea6t Tempting
.'
and Palatable.

7th-12t-

each 78x285 feet in size and provided
with every modern convenience, have
been built for the cattle and horse exhibit, and of the $25,000 in cash premiums offered, more than $6,000 is put
up for cattle, and nearly $4,000 for
prehorses, with other department
miums corespondingly high.
Mr. Fuller says that requests for
the premium list are coming in by
every mail, and that entries are rapidly filling in the various departments.

Too much luggage spoils the picnic,
and yet the little feast is the star
feature of the day. How, then, to carry enough to eat, and at the same
time have it look tempting?
No Offense.
There is a hamper made of lightMiss Passay Old Dr. Gruff was reweight wicker and yet strong enough marking
that the weather this
to stand the wear of many outings in spring was just like that of 1876 and
the woods.
he asked me if I didn't remember.
Miss Knox Yes?
A telescope shape is easy to handle
Miss Passay Yes. Positively insultand its size can be regulated to fit
í
ing, wasn't It?
the contents so readily that the womMiss Knox Oh, surely not intenan who thinks ahead and of the party's return is sure to choose this style tionally so. He probably doesn't know
Instead of the square or oblong hamp- what a wretched memory you have.
er made after the fashion of the Eng- Philadelphia Press.
lish tea basket.
The Sort of Thing He Liked.
Straw cases for bottles, cups and
HORSE EXHIBIT BUILDING.
In an early day lu Stone county,
glasses are superior in many ways to
into
boy
rushed
farmer's
a
Missouri,
covering
lighter
The
ones.
leather
Among the amusement features will
This is to be a pure bred live stock
may not wear so well as the others, the office of Dr. T. J. McCord of Ga- show, and G. C. Fuller, acting secre- be harness races and running races
but It looks much cooler. Hamper lena and urged the doctor to come tary, says that the entries, for the horse every afternoon, with purses of $500 in
fittings can be bought separately and quickly to see his father, who seemed and cattle departments which close on the harness and $250 in the running
tucked away in a plain basket, and If to be dying. Said the doctor. "What August 15th, are coming rapidly, ana events; Knabenshue's famous passenthat there is every indication that this ger airship, a midway feature similar
well packed no danger of breakage ails him, and what has he eaten?"
The boy said: "Oh, nothing much will be by far the greatest pure bred to the Pike at St. Louis, and at night
need be feared.
supper."
stock show ever seen west of the Mis Pain's marvelous production of the
plates are really much but 14 roastin' ears for
Woodeu
carnival of Naples, requiring 300 peogo
sourl river.
"Weir," said the doctor, "just
ple; and the eruption of the' volcano
more nlcnlckv than china. If sand
and
horses
bred
of
Some
throw him a couple of
wiches and cakes are placed on plates back and
have al Vesuvius, followed by a $1,000 fireStates
In
United'
the
cattle
I
will
be
bundles of oats and tell him
when the basket is being arranged
ready been entered, and word has been works display, the whole forming one
30
minutes."
up there in about
lecelved by Mr. Fuller from otner orea of the most spectacular pyrotechnical
and each one is wrapped first in a nap-.kiLibrary.
Judge's
From
ers that they will enter. Two buildings, spectacles in the world.
in
wrung out in ice water, then
baker's or parafflne paper the food
IN TOYDCM.
will be kept perfectly fresh, and it
Resents Good Advice.
can be placed at once on the picnic
DENVER DIRECTORY
That there is a startling difference
table when the time for luncheon has
between the temper of the rising genarrived. Lettuce leaves that have been
eration and that of the youth whose
nacked loosely ' in a linen bag thor
$22C.0.D. You take no
young ideas shot up according to the
oughly dampened with ice water will
chance when
buying a harand
teachings of Mrs. Hannah More
table a
help to give the luncheon
nean rom us:
every
set warrecently
has
Merton,"
"Sanford and
fresh, cool and inviting air and they
to be
ranted
an represent
been proven by a little
can be used to garnish the plates of
doued.
This
girl, who was laboriously spelling her
ble team harcold meats and salads. This is an exness complete
le&son.
reading
way
through
a
collars
cellent way to carry green salads, and
with breech-Inns
speak the truth," she said,
and
if the dressing is made just before
Concord
' and
par-entyour
style,
starting and carried in a bottle, or the
Never slam
traces,
and qul-et- .
for
"Be gen-tl- e
A Teddy bear!
Billy
And
Block
Sold
22 00.
dressIngredients packed so that the
scream
and
and
shout
the
door
everywhere for $27.00. Send for our free catme
stone
went
here
I've
shot
last
and
alogue of saddles and harness. Lowest prices
ing can be mixed by the salad expert
the house.
In
U. S. The Fred Mueller Saddle ft Hara canary bird! Drat the luck!
eat slowly; not In a near.theCo..
1113-1- 9
"At the
while the luncheon is being spread at
Larimer St.. Denver. Colo.
man-ne- r
greed-like a pig."
out, the salad will be fresh and crisp.
In nil kinds of MKB-- :
WONDERED WHY
Dealer
Suddenly the little girl shut the BON I. LOOK
Mammoth
HAN DISK
Tiny cones of Bait and pepper, one
the Answer Was "Coffee."
Found
and an- lug mailed tret.
bang
portentous
ltítü and Blake, Denver.
a
book
with
packet for each member of the pardecision:
and
nounced with firmness
ty, are easier to carry and much less
Many pale, sickly persons wonder
"I'm not going to let any old third BROWN PALACE HOTEL
European Plan. SI. 50 and t'nwanl.
of
set
a
along
trouble than to take
for years why they have to suffer so, reader boss me like that!" Rochester
shakers.
Hmtllne young man for payingHerald.
and eventually discover that the drug
reKelerem-eWANTED nrnmwltlnn.
There are such perfect ways now
mured, us we nienn imam.'.
caffeine in coffee is the main cause
Colo
Dearer,
Wiwtern Sales Co.; 101 Kmpire Bldg.,
of carrying hot or cold liquids and of the trouble.
Died in Infancy.
keeping them at their original temper
"I was always very fond of coffee
There is a section of North Carolina,
MILLINERY
ature that few picnic parties botboj and drank it every day. I never had said to oe remarkable by reason of the WHOLESALE
MIUINKRV CO.
with making tea or coffee at the much flesh and often wondered why longevity of its Inhabitants, which ha3
TIIR
grounds. A basket that is well packed I was always so pale, thin and weak. been the inspiration of many goo.l 1017-2- 3 Cnllfornln St., DENVER, COI.O.
with edibles which have been properly
"About five years ago my health stories.
Perhaps the best of the lot is one
chilled before starting seldom gets completely broke down and I was con
in Congress
My stomach was told by a Representative
warm and mussy if it is handled carefined to my bed.
that
fully and kept out of the sun. Plates in such condition that I could hardly from that state. It Is to the effect who
mentioned,
region
of
the
native
a
a
and cups can be kept on the ice for
take sufficient nourishment to sustain
SHOKTHANI),
was
had attained the age of ninety-two- ,
while before they are tucked away in life.
returning, with his wife, aged ninety,
1'KKI'AKATOSl
SPANISH,
cold
stay
for
"During this time I was drinking from the funeral of their eldest child-dece- ased
the hamper and they will
Kxpert Teachers. Now Equipment, Thoroughly
nmny
Hues earning irom
sixty-nincoffee, didn't think I could do withIn
some time.
Organized.
Graduates
at the age of
Catalog free. J.Ui Munjon, Prin.,
mournfully discussed the tMMtoKVMO.
As th-jTinned and bottled foods are beat out it.
Ml Citarles Building. Denver.
"After awhile I came to the con- subject of their grief, the wife said
taken in small lots so that they can be
opened as needed and the empty clusion that coffee was hurting me, with a sigh:
"Ezekiel, I allers tole you we'd never
boxes or bottles thrown away at once. and decided to give it up and try
that chile."
raise
of
I
taste
like
the
it
didn't
Having a number of things in this way Postura.
right
was
made
when
at
but
first,
it
food
from
passing
the
away
with
1(142-4- 4
does
Cnllfornln St., nenr Seventeenth.
boiled until dark and rich I soon
Wants vs. Needs.
$110
one end of the table or luncheon clolh
Good used upright piano
147
Kimball used upright piano
s
to the other. Paper napkins are good became very fond of it.
Dot Oh, Mamma, the
Little
250
Many
others, $150 tn
"In one week I began to feel better.
enough for the average outdoor funcmonkey Is at the window,
Victor and Edison Talking Machines.
Cnsh or Easy l'nynients.
tion of this kind. They should, how- I could eat more and sleep better. My an' he has a little round box in his
ever, be supplied in quantities so that sick headaches were less frequent, and hand.
'
Mamma Well, my pet, what do you
they may be used for covering the within five months I looked and felt
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE
enspells
headache
being,
new
a
like
he wants?
think
plates, for wiping off dust and for
Little Dot (after a glance at the
cleaning the dishes after the meal is tirely gone.
I dess he wants to borImprove
to
continued
"My
health
over.
and today I am well and strong, weigh row some son p. New York Weekly.
H.
148 lbs. I attribute my present health
Egg Salad.
qualities of Postum." COLORADO PLUMBING SUPPLY M-Xtto the
Independent plumbing supply house In the
"There's a Reason."
Boll eight eggs 15 minutes, chop,
West. Write US iur JJllucsm-- uitluio uujuifi fUUI
Diane oireet,
material.
Name given by Postum Co., Battle plumbingColorado.
pepper and salt, then make dressing
Denver.
of one teaspoon flour, one teaspoon Creek, Mich. Read, "The Road to Well-villeTAKE NO OTHER
BEST MADE
In pkgs.
sugar, one teaspoon butter, ono of
HOWARD E. BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST
A
new
good
cup
of
1;
gold,
Ever read the above letter?
ground mustard, half a
Specimen prices: Gold, silver, lead,
Made In Howe, Allen & Kaull Fac7Siv eold. 50c: zinc or copper. II. Cvtime to time, They .uvor
Stalling envelopes and full
vinegar. Cook five minutes and pour one appears
tents
ni4
tory,
Denver. If your dealer don't tell
Control and
sent on application.
sre genuine, true, and. full of human price listwork
over eggs; add nuts if you like.
Leadville, Colorado.
solicited.
umpire
them,
write us,
Interest,
ftMrWl v HVPvn,a.9 na'.inai ruin,
y
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HOW COST OF LIVING HAS

INCREASED

tain high prices. Ten years ago ool
were 10 per cent, lower than they
are now, and were made of as good
material and as well made, but without the same degree of care as to style.
Higher labor cost, higher wool, prosperity, and combinations among manufacturers are the reasons he gives for
the higher prices of clothing.
Shoes are cheaper on the average
than ever they have been, but are only
five per cent, cheaper than at their
highest point, in 1907. They have,
however, gone up in price 15 per cent,
in the last 18 years, but to compensate
for that they are better made. The
increase in cost of shoes is due to the
high price of hides, which have increased in 18 years 150 per cent. Shoes
are relatively cheaper than the hides
from which they are made, this seeming paradox being due to improved
methods of manufacture.
The price of meat has been soaring
for the last 18 years, and It Is general-lconceded that this has been due to
the going out of the range cattle and
the consequent scarcity of beef cattle,
and the combinations among the packers, who have virtually a monopoly of
the business, having driven the small
country and town butchers out of business. This spring, during a period of
ten days, pork and beef stock took an
upward flight of 30 to 50 per cent, and
the average for the year is fully 25
per cent, higher than last year, which
was 25 per cent more than the year
before.
Prosperity and high wages, as well
as the scarcity of cattle, are given by
the packers as being responsible for
the rise in prices in the last ten
years.
BUlts
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ALL RUN DOWN.
Miss Delia

Stroebe,

who

had

Com

fletely Lost Her Health, Found
Relief from

Pe-ru--

at Once.

Read IVJtat She Says:
DELLA STROEBE, 710
St., Appleton, Wis., writes:
"For several years I was in a rundown condition, and T could find no relief from doctors and medicines. I
could not enjoy my meals, and could
not sleep at night. I had heavy, dark
circles about the eyes.
"My friends were much alarmed. I
was advised to give Peruna a trial, and
to my Joy I began to improve with the
first bottle. After taking six bottles I
felt completely cured. 1 cannot say too
much for Peruna as a medicine for
n
women In a
condition."
Did Wonders.
Mrs. Judge J. F. Boyer, 1421 Sherman
Ave., Evanston, 111., says that she became run down, could neither eat nor
sleep well, and lost flesh and spirit.
wonders for her, and she thanks
Peruna for new life and strength.

MISS

run-dow-

Pe-ru--

id

Sam's Idea.
During one of the big political conventions a train load of delegates were
stalled at a water tank. As the day
was sultry the windows were raised
and the delegates leaned out. Every
head that appeared was bald.
"Boss," said an old colored man whe
was selling sandwiches, "what train
do you call dat dar?".
"Why, Sam, that is the 'cannon-baexpress,"' responded the conductor.
LET PASTOR WASH IN CREEKS,
The old man watched the bald heads
protruding
from the windows for a
Two Congregations Can't Afford Bathlong while and then said, Berloualy:
room for Parsonage.
"Cannon-bal- l
express? Lands, boss,
looks to me more like de billiard-bal- l
Pennburg, Pa. By a decisive vote express."
the congregations of the Sumneytown
Lutheran charge have decided that
IT SEEMED INCURABLE
cleanliness and godliness are not correlated to such an extent that a bath- Body Raw with Eczema Discharged
room should be provided for the parfrom Hospitals as Hopeless Cutl- sonage.
cura Remedies Cured .Him.
The pastor, Rev, Charles L. Dapp, is
spending the summer in Germany,
"From the age of three months until
and some of the members proposed to fifteen years old, my sen Owen's life
equip the parsonage in Sumneytown was
made intolerable by eczema in its
with a bathroom prior to his return. worst form. In spite of treatments the
Special meetings were held by the disease gradually Bpread until nearly
two congregations
at Sumneytown every part of his body was quite raw.
and Keeler's church, which comprise He used to tear himself dreadfully
in
the charge, and determined opposition his sleep and the agony he went
to the bathroom project developed
through is quite beyond words. The
among the older members. They and regimental doctor pronounced the case
their pastors had managed to get hopeless. We had him in hospitals
along for generations without bath- four times and he was pronounced one
rooms, they argued, and they saw no of the worst cases ever
admitted.
reason for introducing such new- From each he was discharged as Infangled notions.
curable. We kept trying remedy
Three creeks in the neighborhood, after remedy, but had gotten almost
It was intimated, afforded abundant past hoping for a cure. Six months
opportunity for bathing.
ago we purchased a set of Cutlcura
When the vote was taken the result Remedies. The result was truly marin the Sumneytown congregation was velous and
he is perfectly cured.
24 In favor of the Improvement and Mrs. Lily Hedge, Camblewell
Green,
74 against, while the majority against
England, Jan. 12, 1907."
the bathroom in Keeler's congregation
was almost as large.
Waste not the remnant of thy life
in those imaginings touching other
GIFT OF MUMMY HORRIFIES.
folk, whereby thou contributest not to
the common weal. Marcus Aurelius.
Letter of Explanation Is Delayed in
Reaching Recipient.
l'

THE COST OF LIVING
HAS INCREASED 44 PER CENT. IN
LAST TEN YEARS.
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Those Years Farm Products
Higher Drugs as a

i
ivicdi
kl.--

Rule Lower.
Chicago.
It costs more to live, anywhere in the United States, than It did
ten years ago. But comparisons of
Chicago price increases with those
discovered by the national government
show that the law of compensation has
not been altogether off the job here.
For instance, coal here is higher a
full 100 per cent, higher than ten years
ago. But if you have no coal, and
catch cold through lack of It, you can
buy quinine to cure your cold much
cheaper than you could in 1898.
On the other hand, coffee is cheaper
on the. Chicago retail market than it
was a decade ago, but the drugs most
in favor for curing Indigestion, which
coffee sometimes causes, are costlier
than they were then.
Meat has gone up scandalously In
fact, 50 per cent, in three years. Oh,
very well. Vegetables and canned
goods are about as cheáp as ever, and
the logic of the household expense account is making more vegetarians
than appeals to sentiment ever did.
The government figures show a higher price on the whole in 258 commodities that enter largely into the living
of all the people. In 1907 the percentage over 1906 was 5.7 per cent., and
44.4 per cent, higher than 1897, the
year of lowest prices during the 18
year period, and 29.5 per cent higher
than the average for the ten years,
1890 to 1900.
For farm products, taken as a whole,
the increase was greatest namely,
r
cent.;
10.9 per cent.; for food,
for cloths and clothing, 5.6 per cent.;
for fuel and lighting, 2.4 per cent.; for
metals and implements, 6.1 per cent.;
fcr lumber and building materlals,4.9
per cent; for drugs and chemicals, 8.3
per cent; for housefurnishlng goods,
6.8 per cent, and miscellaneous, 5 per
cent.
Chicago lumbermen say the government's estimate Is about right for the
4.6-pe-

increase in Chicago market prices for
their wares. Increasing depletion of
the forest, they say, ha3 kept the
price ascending gradually, and the
average Increase in cost which enters
into ordinary living expenses is around
5 per cent.
Furniture and house furnishings
have soared, and experts on the Chicago market say the government's 6.8
per cent. Is too low 4o serve locally.
Not less than 15 per cent, they say.
has been the increase here. This is
due to scarcity of material, especially
oak, to higher cost of the materials
for iron and brass furniture, and to
higher prices of labor.
Drugs and chemicals, of such sort as
to affect the coBt of living, were higher, nay by 5 per cent., in Chicago last
year than in 1898; but they have
fallen untli they are about where they
were, and in some instances, such as
quinine, lower than ever. The higher
prices were caused by the scarcity of
root and herb diggers, the lower prices
by the flnaucial panic.
As to canned goods, peaches sold In
1897 for the same as they did in 1907,
while some canned, products were
much cheaper ten years ago. The
cause for this was that fruits and vegetables were plentiful last year, while
the production was much larger. Last
year beans were scarce and higher.
Up to the time of the panic buying did
not drop off, but since then prices
have been dropping until they are
about as low as they were in 1896.
The cost of preparing food products
is much higher now on account of the
increased cost of labor, also the increase in the farm products that go
into them. Sugar is higher this year
than in 1907, while coffee is cheaper.
Tea is as cheap as it has been in several years. . Staple commodities are
not high this year in the grocery line.
In many commodities the prices are
10 per cent, lower than they were in
1907. '
A leading clothier says that clothes
are higher than in the last two .years
and that this should not be. This is
partly due to the scarcity of wool, but
la In part due to existence, of clothing
combinations to keep prices up.

Cotton is no higher, yet the manufacturers are In combination to main

y

Waterloo, la.

Jack Stace of this

city was the recipient of a strange,

un-

canny gift from his uncle, J. P. Martin, a government surveyor In Panama.
The box was delivered by an expressman. After receipting for it Mr.
Stace opened his gift His family
clustered about him to see the contents and were horrified when the
grinning face of a petrified mummy
gazed into their eyes. The little shriveled thing was about three feet long
and joined to one body were two well
developed heads, four complete arms
and four well developed legs. The
strange freak was unearthed by Mr.
Martin in the Panama district.
A letter of explanation was delayed
several hours and the terrifying creature was seen before the family was
prepared for the shock.

t

Nebraska Military Academy

Lincoln, nenntBKa
A
boarding school for boya. Splendid building and grounds. Prepares for college and
business. Hpi'dul ui'p;irl ment for young boysnndor U
yew. Via luloruimlon , address B. 1. Hay warn, tiupt.
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The worst feature of a rolling stone
is not that it gathers no moss, but
I that it goes down hill.
0

Locals.

I

0Q

Gets Judgment.

Personals.

In the case wherein A. S. Bushkevitz, was the plaintiff and the Dawson
'
0
John Turner suffered the misforo o o o o o o o Railway Co., defendant, which came
If everybody living got their rights tune of having a large timber fall and Scott Smith
of Mesteno was here up before Justice Garcia, on Saturday
would anything be left?
strike him on the knee. The injury is on business Monday.
August 1st, at 3:30 p. m., judgment
Floersheim's have somefine bargains very painful and will keep Mr. TurnDr. Frank Brady came up from was given in favor of the plaintiff
er from duty at the Floersheim Co.for
for the sum of sixty dollars and cost.
in shoes on their counters.
Solano on business, Monday.

oooooooo

some time.

Chas. Shaffer spent Sunday in Kan-sa- ls
Valley, visiting friends.
Mrs. Irvin Ogden of Solano was in
Roy shopping this week.
A. A. Berentz, of Mesteno, was here
on business Thursday.
Mrs. M, E. Holmes returned Friday
from an extensive visit to Raton.
Dr. F. B. Evans went to Dawson
on professional business, Tuesday.
D. M. Talbot of Solano transacted
business in Roy last thur?day.
Benj. F. Brown of Gould was transacting business here yesterday.
Sol Floersheim, of Springer, was
in Roy on business this week.
'
F. M. Hughes, was up from Solano,
up in a lively manner.
on business Wednesday.
Mrs. B. Martinez and daughter of
George A. Pettibone who was tried
and acquitted with W. D. Haywood Carrizo were shopping in Roy the first
for the murder of Governor Frank of the week.
Steunenberg of Idaho, died WednesBud Beamier and Superintendent
day Aug. 4, as a result of operation Carpanter are business
visitors in
for cancer. The cancar fastened itself Roy
this week.
,
upon Pettibone while in prison.
Mr. and Miss Williams were here
The name of Mesteno, ten miles west from
Solano attending the dance Wedof here, has been changed to Mills,
nesday evening.
after the Mills Ranch Rasort Co.,
E. E. Ferguson returnéd Thursday
who expect to conduct all their ranch
business from that point. A post office frflm1 a trip through central and southwill soon be opened there with Miss ern New Mexico,
Margaret Ward as Post Mistress.
Judge. V. N. Moore, attorney for
the
Dawson Railway Co., was in Roy
A crowd of campers composed of
Mesdames Wilson, Stona, Richart, Saturday attending court.
Carson and Farmer; Miss Nelle Van
Pedro Lumbach was up from La
Horn; Messers Wilson, Schneider and Cinta Canyon on ranching business
Barnes left Thursday for the moun- Thursday.
tains to be gone about five weeks on
George' Blesch fc rmerly of Lemont
a fishing and hunting trip. They also
111., arrived yesterday to live upon
expect to visit Taos and take in the
his claim.
Indian feasts before returning,
Miss Ethel , Heridrickson,, who has
been here for several months past,
ITEMS.
left last week for Raton, "
Crops are looking fine in the Valley
Louis Archuleta and wife made a
now;" "
trip to Wagon Mound Sunday, reJ. II. Lebart went to Roy Tuesday turning Monday.
....'.'
on business.
Miss Bell Van Horn went to El Paso
Mrs. AnnleMartin was visiting Miss Texas Saturday for a visit with friends
Maggie Ward Monday.- before returning to her home in KanSam Listenbee was a visitor in the sas City. '
valley. Sunday.
Delbert Swatman of Kansas' City
,W. H Van Duyna is building a. fence arrived Friday and will begin buildon his farm this week.
ing upon and improving his .claim
,'.'
J. P. Martin and W. F. McAfee, soon. ..
i
went to Dawson Monday on business.
wedding
a
that
rumored
took
It is
W. L. Sutton has a sick horse this place near our village last evening,
week. Mr. Sutton is away at work in however Cupid as yet has made no
official report
in Colorado.
J. H. Spencer and W. H. Van Duyne
Amelio Gonzales a prominent ranch
built a' house for Miss Maggie Ward man of De Haven,, together with his
on her claim last week,
family 'spent Sunday in Roy, s the
Mr. andMrs. Rer.Hobsóh entertained guests of P. P.. Branch aid family.
anuml'.ir f friencs and relat ves SunHomer Holmes returned home Monday, all report a good tinié.
day from a trip in Greer County Okla.
E. D. Lumbard and son, Vert and He raports the wheat crop as short
Roe Van Duyne and Harry Ward ac. but a good prospect for a heavy coteompanied Mr. Listenbne, of Abbott ton crop,
home Sunday evenipg.
.
Mrs. C. J. Cart of Kansas City Mo.
wife
Martin
and
of Red arrived Friday, for a visit with her
Walter
River Canyan took dinner .with Miss daughter Mrs.' J. O. Byrd, living
Maggie Ward and vesited other friends south of town. Mrs. Cart is well pleas'
in the Valley Saturday.
ed with this part of the couutry and
J. H. Spencor, W. H. and Vert Van expects to remain some time.
,
Duyne went to Red River, Wednesday
Fulgencio Baca and family- came
to do some carpenter work for M. W.
over from De Haven Sunday, to bring
;
Mills on his orchard ranch.
Mrs. Kate Baca, who has been their,
Bessie Van Duyne had quite1 an guest for some time. Mrs. Baca, was,
accident Monday evening while play- -'
joined here by her husband and to-- j
ing she ran into a barbed wire that
gether they returned to their home in
had just been put up, cutting her' face
w agon Mound.
quite seriou .ly.

Robert Vance is painting a very ' The delegates
from Solano passed
neat and attractive sign for the Royal through
Roy Wednesday
on their
Cafe.
way to Mora to the convention; where
M.
Trobaugh .is working with it will be decided whether Mora Co.
Delegate
steam drill on is in favor of
the McDaniel's
W. H. Andrews.
Mr. Spry's place north of town.
The Swastika Dramatic Club held
All summer goods are being sold at
a very enjoyable meeting last Satura big reduction at Floersheim's.
day night at which the members and
J. A. Proctor is suffering from a their families were guests. A delicious
wound caused by a rusty nail, which luncheon was
served, and a picnic
he stepped on last week.
was planned for next Sunday.
The Floersheim Mercantile Co., is
A happy crowd of cow boys rode
receiving a great quanity of wool this into town Thursday
evening and gave
week.
Roy the appearance of the typical
Miss Vallie Duncan spent Saturday western town. However they were all
and Sunday with Miss Mae McKinuey in a good humor and whooped things
west of town.
All our line of skirts and summer
hats to go at half price now.
" Floersheim Merc. Co.
Mrs. T. M. Ogdan returuad to her
home in Kansas Valley after spending
several days ,the guest of Mrs. A. P.
Duncan.
t
The infantchild of Mr. Johnson of
Solano died Saturday afternoon.
The funeral was held Sunday afternoon conducted by Rey. Russel.
The Giles Bros. :il about Clayton
who for some time have been about
Roy, buying 'ifaltle an d .sheep are
branding at the stock.yacdsthis week.
Hon.O. A La razóla, Democrat
inee for represenative to congress will
speak in the Bushkevitz hall August
2"th Every one cordially invited.
nom-

S. N. Spry struck an abundant supply of wafer at "a deplh of 178 feet on
his farm on the Chicosa hill. The well
was drilled "by Frank McDanielfV
Trinidad McGrath left yesterday in
cjmpany with th 3 Giles Bros., for
Oklahoma to assist with the cattle and
shaap which th?y purchased about
'

Roy.

'
;

.

the point
now, where we say the next mornnig,
whan W3 ma.at aoh other on the straat
"Nicá rain was't it?" Sounds queer,
doesn't it?
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P. J. Pickering
One mile north of Roy.

An English doctor' declares that ex-- ,
tremly warm weather is good for human brings. We have always bean
willing tQ.coiicede, that it was; good
for those in the ice business.
Mrs. Rosa Rigoni. and children and
Mrs. Amelio Rigoni, living north cf
town, left Thursday for their old home
inLockportlll., for avisit of a couple
of months.
Miss Estella "Masón had the misfortune to slip on the door step and
sprain her knee Monday. We hope
tha injury will not prove seriou3 and
that sha will soon be able to be out
"

again.'

'

(

A Minnesota vjoman having been
divorced five .times, is forbidden to
marry. She has probably made up
liar mind by this time, without the
her pf t'.ie
law supping in to

habit.
Take the

spaxish-ameÚica-

,

MILLS
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'
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The Railway Co , was represented
by Judge V. N. Moore, A. S. Bushke-vit- z
and J. W. Tyler representing the
plaintiff. The Railway Co. took an
appeal to the district court, giving
the necessary bond and paying the
cost. .
The Railway Co. is liable for double damages, if the road is not fenced
after six months when the road is
completed.
Hunting

Job

A

"I would like a situation, I have
hunted for it long," said a youth who
looked discouraged:
"every thing
that is, is wrong; there is no demand
for labor, no respect for willing hands
hence the people that are idle are as
frequent as the sands. I have waited,
in the pool hall through the long and
weary day, and no lucrative position
seemed to come along thai way; I
have stood upon the corner, smoking
at my trusty cob but no merchant
came to hire me, though all knew I
had no job; I have sat on every doorstep that against me wasn't fenced,
you could scarcely find a building
Lhat I haven't leaned against; I have
nmoked a thousand stogies, Í have
chewed a cord of, plug, I have shaken
3ice with dozens, I have touched each
cider jug; to sustain my drooping
spirits while I waited' for a berth
with some
employer who'd
appreciate my worth. But the world
is out of kilter and the country's out
of plumb and the poor
n
voter finds that things are on the bum.
te

down-trodde-

NOTICE.

The Mora County Normal

In-

stitute will convene on, the 17th
lay of August, A. D. 1908, at
yVagon Mound,

Mora Co., N. M.
All teachers desiring to teach
school in Mora county are requested to be on hand at opening
i

of the Institute and to remain
throughout the entire session.
The Institute conductor will be
Prof. John II. Vaughan, and will
continue for two weeks. Oh the
last two days the examination
will take place.
.

Ricardo Martinez,

Súpt. Public Schools, Mora Co.,
N. M.

,
Advertised Letters

Bird, E.
Bird, Mrs. Alex
Hendrix, Howard
Mestas, y Gonzales Juan
Martinez, Miss Pablita
Olivas, Seledon
Burrs, H. E.
Garcie, Isabel V.
"Montano, Martilde
MeElroy. Root.
. .'McEmno,
Anna
The above letters remaining uncalled for September 1st will be ..sent
to the dead letter office.
Adell Bushkevitz
'

.".'

'

,

P.

M.

'

-

Notice

On the 18th day of July l!)0á strayed or stolen two horses; one bay bracked P on right shoulder and one
dark
bay branded Y on- the rigtit hip.
I
will give $5.00 to any one who
will
find, same for (tie.
... '" ' Jose Dolores Medina
Roy N. M.
;

